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Thesis Abstract
The first chapter consists of a systematic literature review, which asks the research question:
what does the literature to date tell us about schemas in psychosis and at-risk populations? A
systematic search identified a total of 23 studies that met the inclusion criteria. Negative
schema were elevated across the continuum of clinical psychotic groups, but were not
characteristic of non-clinical samples having psychotic like experiences. Associations were
found between schemas and a range of psychotic symptomology in clinical groups. There
was preliminary evidence suggesting schemas may partially mediate the relationship between
trauma and psychotic symptoms, lending support to cognitive models of psychosis. One
intervention study showed the potential benefits of targeting underlying self-schema. Firm
conclusions cannot be drawn at this time as the majority of studies employed a crosssectional design.
The second chapter examines the empirical research investigating associations between
schemas and beliefs about voices, and the relationship between the hearer and their voice. A
total of 44 voice-hearing participants completed questionnaires assessing schemas, beliefs
about voices, and the perceived relationship with their voice. A clinician rating scale assessed
different dimensions of their voice-hearing experience. Beliefs about voices correlated with
negative voice content and schemas. After controlling for negative voice content, schemas
were estimated to predict 1-17% of the variance in the six beliefs about voices; three of the
associations reached statistical significance. Schemas also correlated with dimensions of
relating between the hearer and their voice. This study provides evidence that schemas may
be important when considering beliefs about voices and the perceived relationship between
the hearer and their voice.
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The third chapter discusses the implications for theory development, clinical practice, and
future research, arising from the first two papers. A reflective commentary is provided at the
close of the thesis.
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Chapter 1: Literature Review
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What does the literature to date tell us about Schemas in Psychosis and At-Risk
Populations?
Brittany Davenport1, Dr. Mike Jackson1,2, and Dr. Michelle Rydon-Grange3
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This paper will be submitted to Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy and as such will
follow submission guidelines for the journal:
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/page/journal/10990879/homepage/forauthors.html#categories
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Abstract
Background: Cognitive models of psychosis propose that early adversity may create an
enduring cognitive vulnerability, characterised by negative maladaptive schemas about the
self and others. The role of underlying schema in the onset and maintenance of specific
psychotic symptomatology is emphasised within these models.
Aim: To systematically review, synthesise, and evaluate the current evidence that suggests a
link between schemas and psychosis. The research question asks: what does the literature to
date tell us about schemas in psychosis and at-risk populations?
Method: Searches were conducted using the PsycInfo, Medline, and Web of Science
databases. Titles were screened and abstracts were examined to identify studies to include for
review, based on the specified inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Results: The search resulted in 23 studies included for review. Negative schema were
elevated across the continuum of psychosis, including at-risk groups seeking help for their
experiences. Non-clinical samples having psychotic like experiences however, had
significantly lower negative schema than clinical groups. Associations were found between
schemas and a range of psychotic symptomology in psychosis and at-risk groups. Preliminary
evidence suggested that schemas may partially mediate the relationship between trauma and
psychotic symptoms. One intervention study showed the potential benefits of targeting
underlying self-schema.
Conclusion: Firm conclusions cannot be drawn as the majority of studies employ a crosssectional design, however the literature to date offers support to the cognitive models of
psychosis. Suggestions for future research and clinical implications are discussed.
Keywords: Psychosis, at-risk, clinical, cognitive, schema, maladaptive
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Key Practitioner Message
•

Psychotic and at-risk help-seeking groups have significantly elevated negative schema
and fewer positive schema, in comparison to control groups reporting no psychotic
experiences.

•

Underlying schema do not appear to differ across psychotic and at-risk groups,
however non-clinical samples with psychotic-like experiences have fewer negative
schemas and elevated positive schemas.

•

A range of associations were found suggesting that specific positive psychotic
symptoms may reflect distinct underlying schema.

•

Although such research is in its infancy, there is preliminary evidence to suggest that
it is possible to alter underlying schema targeted through a cognitive-behavioural
therapy intervention.

•

It may be beneficial to consider assessing for schemas in clinical practice and
incorporating them into individualised formulations.
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Introduction
Psychosis can be defined as a mental health problem that causes people to perceive or
interpret things differently from others (National Health Service [NHS] Choices, 2016).
Symptoms are typically divided into two subtypes: positive symptoms, which include
hallucinations and delusions; and negative symptoms, which include emotional apathy, lack
of drive, poverty of speech, social-withdrawal, and self-neglect (National Institute for Health
and Care Excellence [NICE], 2014). There is evidence to suggest that psychotic symptoms
are part of a continuum of experiences and such experiences are widely reported in the
general population (Peters et al., 2016).
The at-risk mental state (ARMS) has been defined as the prodromal period before the
onset of psychosis, and is conceptualised along the psychosis continuum. ARMS is defined
by attenuated positive symptoms and reduced functioning below the threshold of a developed
psychosis (McGlashan, Walsh, & Woods, 2010; Yung et al., 2005). Some individuals
classified as ARMS do not go on to develop psychosis and of those, some remain
symptomatic over time and others become symptom free (Addington et al., 2011).
Cognitive models of psychosis propose that early adverse experiences such as abuse,
neglect, and criticism, may create an enduring cognitive vulnerability characterised by
negative maladaptive schemas (Garety, Kuipers, Fowler, Freeman, & Bebbington, 2001;
Garety, Bebbington, Fowler, Freeman, & Kuipers, 2007). Such ‘early maladaptive schema’
(EMS) are defined as cognitive structures characterised by long-standing negative beliefs
regarding oneself, others, and the world (Young, 1990). The cognitive model suggests that
negative schema can contribute to the formation and maintenance of positive psychotic
symptoms (Garety et al., 2001) and therefore, schemas may be conceptualised as one of the
connections between past experiences and later psychotic experiences. The model proposes
that psychotic beliefs are likely to be held more firmly if they are consistent with underlying
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schema, and once a psychotic belief is formed, it is likely to be considered as conﬁrmation of
the individuals’ schemas. Cognitive models also suggest that negative schema play a role in
the expression and persistence of negative symptoms (Rector, Beck, & Stolar, 2005). The
model proposes that negative symptoms are driven by perceptions of limited psychological
resources, negative social and performance attitudes, and low expectations for success.
The threat anticipation model (Freeman, Garety, Kuipers, Fowler, & Bebbington,
2002; Freeman, 2007; Freeman & Garety, 2004) proposes that individuals search to
understand their unusual experience by drawing upon pre-existing schema. The model
suggests that a persecutory belief is likely to be formed if individuals have negative schemas,
which influence and reflect the content of the delusion and therefore, confirm their schemas.
Models of grandiose delusions suggest delusions arise as a defence against low self-esteem, a
sense of loneliness, and worthlessness (Beck & Rector, 2005), whereas emotion consistent
accounts suggest grandiose delusions are built upon positive beliefs that become exaggerated
(Smith, Freeman, & Kuipers, 2005).
A widely used questionnaire measure to assess for schemas in psychosis is the Brief
Core Schema Scales (BCSS), which is validated for use with psychotic and at-risk
populations (Fowler et al., 2006; Addington & Tran, 2009). Items on the BCSS operationalise
schemas by specifically addressing negative and positive self and other schema. Although
less widely used with these populations, the Young Schema Questionnaire Short-Form (YSQSF; Young, 1998) assesses the manifestation of 15 EMS. Although both intend to measure
schema, the measures conceptualise schema differently and therefore may find different
results. Fowler et al. (2006) assessed concurrent validity between the measures and found
moderate to strong associations between the BCSS and the YSQ-SF defectiveness/shame,
mistrust/abuse and social isolation schemas. Very low associations however were reported
between the BCSS and the YSQ-SF failure and self-sacrifice schemas.
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Although cognitive models consider underlying schema a key cognitive process in
psychosis, there has been no systematic review completed on this topic. The main aim of this
review is to systematically review, synthesise, and evaluate the current research that explore
links between schemas and psychotic disorders. The research question is broad and asks:
what does the literature to date tell us about schemas in psychosis and at-risk populations?

Method
Search Strategy
Three electronic databases were searched (PsycInfo, Medline, and Web of Science)
with no date range restrictions applied. Restrictions placed upon the search criteria included
English language and peer-reviewed publications, using the following terms: (psychosis OR
psychoses OR thought disorder OR schiz* OR halluc* OR paran* or delus* OR psychotic
OR voice OR voice* OR voice hearing OR voice-hearing OR auditory verbal hallucination*
OR auditory hallucination* OR hearing voice* OR at-risk mental state) AND (schema OR
core belief OR early maladaptive schema* OR maladaptive schema* OR EMS OR schema
mode). This resulted in 1488 publications. Two reviewers independently examined abstracts
of these articles and in cases of uncertainty over the inclusion of an article, method and
results sections were reviewed until a consensus on articles to include was reached. Reference
lists of selected articles were also searched and relevant titles to be screened for inclusion
were identified. The process for selecting publications was based upon the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses guidelines (PRISMA; Moher,
Liberati, Tetlzaff, & Altman, 2009). A flow diagram depicting the study review process is
given in Figure 1.
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Eligibility Criteria
Studies were included based on the following criteria: [1] a primary sample of
participants reporting psychotic experiences were recruited; [2] the sample mean age was
over 18; [3] a validated measure of psychotic symptoms and schemas were employed; and [4]
the study employed quantitative methodology. Exclusion criteria included: [1] a main focus
on other primary symptoms or topic; [2] studies developing a scale or questionnaire; and [3]
studies employing measures assessing core beliefs, self-esteem, self-worth, or personality
styles, rather than schemas.
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Identification
Screening

Records identified through
database searching
PubMed (n=423) Web of Science
(n=558) PsycInfo (n=507)

Additional records identified
through other sources (i.e.
ancestral search, reference lists,
and review papers)
(n=1)

Records screened
(n=1489)

Records excluded based on
title and abstract as topic not
relevant
(n=1408)

Eligibility

Full-text articles excluded
(n=58):

Full-text articles assessed for
eligibility
(n=81)

Duplicates (n=39)
No psychotic symptoms measure
(n=4)
No schema measure (n=5)
Primary sample did not endorse
psychotic experiences (n=4)
Focus on developing a measure
(n=1)
Focus on other main topic (n=2)
Systematic review (n=1)
Unpublished paper (n=2)

Included

Articles included in the
literature review
(n=23)

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram showing the literature search process (Moher et al., 2009)
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Results
The search process identified 23 studies. Data relevant to the research question were
extracted (see Table 1). Findings were organised into overarching categories that emerged
through the data extraction process. This process highlighted important sub-questions and the
sections below narratively synthesise the research findings under each sub-question.
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Table 1
Demographics and Key Findings of the Reviewed Studies
Citation &
Country

Study
Design

Sample Size & Clinical Characteristics

Schema
Measure

Key Findings

Smith et al. (2006)
UK

Crosssectional

Clinical group: N=100 (69 male), Mage=39; 78%
diagnosed with schizophrenia, 20%
schizoaffective disorder, and 2% delusional
disorder.

BCSS
(negative
subscales
only)

Negative-Self Schema:
Negative association with grandiose delusions.
Independent and positive association with persecutory delusions.
Associated with higher levels of preoccupation and distress by delusions.
Negative-Other Schema:
Associated with total positive psychotic symptoms.
Independent and positive association with grandiose delusions.

MacKinnon,
Newman-Taylor, &
Stopa (2011)
UK

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=16 (14 male) experiencing
persecutory delusions, Mage=41.69; 88%
diagnosed with schizophrenia, 6% schizoaffective
disorder, and 6% psychotic mood disorder.
Control group: N=20 HC (8 male), Mage=29.5.

BCSS

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Clinical group reported > negative-self and negative-other schema than HC.
Ns group differences for negative-self schema when controlling for emotional
symptoms (i.e. depression, anxiety, and stress).
Positive-Self and Other-Schema:
Ns group differences.

Stowkowy &
Addington (2012)
Canada

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=38 (28 male) at CHR of
developing psychosis, Mage=19.7.
Control group: N=23 age-matched HC (gender
NR).

BCSS
(negative
subscales
only)

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Negative schemas† correlated with positive psychotic symptoms and social defeat
in the clinical group, before and after controlling for depression.
Compared to HC the clinical group reported a > total negative schema score.
Negative schemas mediated the relationship between social defeat and psychosis.

Freeman et al.
(2012)
UK

Crosssectional

Clinical group: N=130 (82 males), Mage=41.1;
85% diagnosed with schizophrenia, 5%
delusional disorder, 7% schizoaffective disorder,
and 1% psychotic disorder.

BCSS
(negative
subscales
only)

Negative-Self Schema:
Associated with > levels of paranoia; ns when controlling for anxiety and depression.

Garety et al. (2013)
UK

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=301 (201 male), Mage=37.6;
85% diagnosed with schizophrenia, 13%
schizoaffective disorder, and 2% delusional
disorder. Further divided into delusional subtype
groups (i.e. persecutory delusions, grandiose
delusions, both, neither [N=280]).

BCSS

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
> Negative-self schema predicted an increased chance of persecutory delusions.
Ns > negative-other schema predicted an increased chance of persecutory delusions.
< Negative-self schema predicted an increased chance of grandiose delusions.
Positive-Self and Other-Schema:
> Positive-self and other-schema predicted an increased chance of grandiose
delusions.
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Citation &
Country

Study
Design

Sample Size & Clinical Characteristics

Bortolon,
Capdevielle,
Boulenger, GelyNargeot, & Raffard
(2013)
France

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=48 (32 male) diagnosed with
schizophrenia, Mage=37.04.
Control group: N=44 (28 male) HC matched by
age, gender, and education, Mage=36.95.

Chung et al. (2013)
Korea

Crosssectional,
case-control

Recovery group: N=34 (15 male), Mage=33.59.
Symptom remission and adequate sociooccupational functioning for >1 year.
Remission group: N=24 (16 male), Mage=38.54.
Symptom remission for >6 months.
All diagnosed with schizophrenia,
schizophreniform disorder, or schizoaffective
disorder.

Addington et al.
(2013)
USA, Canada

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=360 (210 male) at CHR of
developing psychosis, Mage=18.98.
Control group: N=180 HC (100 male),
Mage=19.54.

Taylor et al. (2014)
UK

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group 1: N=20 (74% male), experiencing
FEP, Mage=22.4.
Clinical group 2: N=113 (59% male), identified
as ARMS, Mage=20.4.
Clinical group 3: N=28 (82% male), HSC
participants with no history of psychosis and
below the threshold for ARMS, Mage=21.3.
Non-clinical group: N=30 (27% male), non-help
seeking participants having psychotic like
experiences, Mage=22.8.

Schema
Measure

Key Findings

YSQ-SF

Clinical group reported > scores on six maladaptive schema subscales after
controlling for depression, than the HC group.
Six maladaptive schema subscales were associated with total positive symptoms in
the clinical group. When controlling for depression only the mistrust/abuse schema
remained significant.

BCSS

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Ns group differences.
Positive-Self and Other-Schema:
Recovered group reported significantly > scores for positive-self schema than the
remission group.
Recovered group reported ns > scores for positive-other schema than the remission
group.

BCSS
(negative
subscales
only)

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Negative-self and other-schema correlated with all trauma types in the clinical
group.

BCSS

Negative-Self Schema:
Non-clinical group scored < than FEP, ARMS, and HSC groups. Ns differences
between FEP, ARMS and HSC groups.
Correlated with a range of severity [UTC; NBI; and DS] and distress [NBI] ratings
of positive psychotic symptoms.
Negative-Other Schema:
Non-help seeking group scored < than FEP, ARMS, and HSC groups.
Ns differences between FEP, ARMS, and HSC.
Correlated with a range of severity [UTC; PA; and DS], and distress [NBI and PA)
ratings of positive psychotic symptoms.
Positive-Self Schema:
Non-help seeking group scored > than ARMS and HSC.
Ns correlations with severity or distress ratings of positive psychotic symptoms.
Positive-Other Schema:
Ns group differences.
Ns correlations with severity or distress ratings of positive psychotic symptoms.
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Citation &
Country

Study
Design

Sample Size & Clinical Characteristics

Saleem et al. (2014)
USA/Canada

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=360 (211 male) at CHR of
developing psychosis, Mage=18.99.
Control group: N=180 age-matched HC (87
male), Mage=19.54.

Freeman et al.
(2014)
UK

RCT

Participants experiencing persecutory delusions,
diagnosed with schizophrenia, schizoaffective
disorder, delusional, or psychosis not otherwise
specified, were randomised to:

Schema
Measure
BCSS
(negative
subscales
only)
BCSS

Treatment group: N=15 (11 male), Mage=41.9,
received six CBT intervention sessions designed
to target self-schema, and standard care.
Control group: N=15 (9 male), Mage=41.5
received standard care only.
Thomas, Farhall, &
Shawyer (2015)
Australia

Crosssectional

Clinical group: N=34 (22 male), Mage=35.4,
experiencing auditory verbal hallucinations in the
form of voices, diagnosed with schizophrenia or
schizoaffective disorder.

Morrison et al.
(2015)
UK

Crosssectional

Sundag, Ascone, de
Matos Marques,
Moritz, & Lincoln
(2016)
Germany

Crosssectional,
case-control

Key Findings

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Clinical group reported > negative schemas † than HC.
Ns correlation between negative schemas and individual or total attenuated
(subclinical) positive symptoms in clinical group. Perceived discrimination was
associated with negative schemas in both groups.
Negative-Self Schema:
Ns reduction in the treatment group immediately post-treatment.
Positive-Self Schema:
Significant improvements in the treatment group immediately post-treatment.
No longer-term treatment benefits were observed at the one-month follow up.

BCSS

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Negative-self schema correlated with malevolence, omnipotence, metaphysical, and
loss of control beliefs about voices.
Negative-other schema correlated with malevolence and loss of control beliefs about
voices.
Negative-self schema was the strongest predictor of beliefs about voices.
Positive-Self and Other-Schema:
Positive-self schema correlated with positive beliefs about voices.
Ns associations between positive-other schema and beliefs about voices.

Clinical group: N=117 (72 male) identified as
ARMS, Mage=20.3.

BCSS
(negative
subscales
only)

Negative-Self Schema:
Ns association with paranoia. Positive association with deservedness of persecution.
Negative-Other Schema:
Positive association with paranoia. Negative association with deservedness of
persecution.

Clinical group: N=81 (38 male) diagnosed with
psychotic disorder, Mage=40.86.
Clinical group 2: N=28 (15 male) diagnosed with
depression, Mage=41.71.
Control group: N=60 (29 male) HC, Mage=38.43.

YSQ-SF

In the psychotic clinical group, the number of EMS and total EMS score predicted
the severity of positive psychotic symptoms.
Ns associations between EMS and the severity of negative symptoms of psychosis
in the psychotic clinical group.
Ns differences for number and intensity of EMS between the clinical psychotic
group and clinical depression group.
Both clinical groups showed > total EMS score and higher overall number of EMS
than HC.
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Citation &
Country

Study
Design

Sample Size & Clinical Characteristics

Collett, Pugh, Waite,
& Freeman (2016)
UK

Crosssectional,
case-control

Stowkowy et al.
(2016)
USA/Canada

Case-control,
longitudinal

Clinical group: N=21 (10 male) experiencing
persecutory delusions and diagnosed with nonaffective psychosis, Mage=45.6.
Control group: N=21 (10 male) HC matched by
age and gender, Mage=41.9.
Clinical group: N=765 (436 male) at CHR of
developing psychosis, Mage=18.47.
Control group: N=280 (141 male) HC,
Mage=19.65.

Schema
Measure

Key Findings

BCSS

Negative-Self Schema:
Clinical group reported > than HC.
Significantly associated with suicidal ideation in the clinical group.
Positive-Self Schema:
Clinical group reported < than HC.

BCSS

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Clinical group > negative-self schema than HC across all time points (i.e. baseline,
6 month and 12 month) when controlling for depression.
Negative-other schema was associated with total positive psychotic symptoms in the
clinical group.
Those who transitioned to psychosis had > negative-self schema at the time of
transition than those who did not transition. There were no differences at baseline.
Positive-Self and Other-Schema:
Clinical group < than HC.
No association with symptoms of psychosis.
Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Negative-self schema were not associated with trauma types.
Childhood sexual, physical, and emotional abuse were associated with > negativeother schema.
Childhood emotional abuse was associated with persecutory delusions which was
partially mediated by negative-other schema.

A sub-sample of individuals (n=556 CHR, n=246
HC) who had completed a 2-year follow-up were
divided into 1/4 groups based on clinical status.

Hardy et al. (2016)
UK

Crosssectional

Clinical group: N=228 (165 male), Mage=38.24;
86% diagnosed with schizophrenia, 13%
schizoaffective disorder, and 2% delusional
disorder.

BCSS
(negative
subscales
only)

Peters et al. (2016)
UK

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=84 (55 male), experiencing
positive symptoms and diagnosed with a
psychotic disorder, Mage=42.
Non-clinical group: N=92 (25 male), healthy
individuals with enduring psychotic experiences,
Mage=46.
Control group: N=83 (26 male) matched to nonclinical group, Mage =46.

BCSS

Negative-self and Other-Schema:
The clinical group reported > than the non-clinical and control groups.
Ns differences between non-clinical and control groups.
Positive-Self and Other-Schema:
The control and non-clinical groups reported > than the clinical group.
Ns differences between non-clinical and control groups.

Appiah-Kusi et al.
(2017)
UK

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=30 (16 male) at UHR of
developing psychosis, Mage=23.93.
Control group: N=38 (18 male) age and gender
matched HC, Mage=26.14.

BCSS

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Clinical group reported > negative-self schema and ns > negative-other schema than
HC.
Negative-self schema was associated with UHR status.
Negative-self schema partially mediated the relationship between childhood
emotional neglect and UHR paranoia, and psychosis.
Positive-Self and Other-Schema:
Clinical group reported < than HC.
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Citation &
Country

Study
Design

Sample Size & Clinical Characteristics

Schema
Measure

Müller et al. (2017)
Germany

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group 1: N=137 (92 male) at CHR of
developing psychosis, Mage=25.1. This group
were later divided into sub-classes according to
risk of transition to psychosis: Risk Class-I
(n=4); Risk-Class-II (n=29); Risk-Class-III
(n=67); Risk-Class-IV (n=31).
Clinical group 2: N=211 (128 male), Mage=37.5,
participants experiencing persistent positive
symptoms, diagnosed with a schizophrenia
spectrum disorder.

BCSS

Sundag, Ascone, &
Lincoln (2017)
Germany

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=20 (8 male) experiencing
persecutory delusions diagnosed with a psychotic
disorder, Mage=38.70.
Control group: N=40 (13 male) HC, Mage=40.03.

YSQ-SF

Cowan, McAdams,
& Mittal (2018)
USA

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=73 (44 male) at UHR of
developing psychosis, Mage=18.7.
Control group: N=73 (32 male) matched HC
Mage=18.1.

Khosravani,
Mohammadzadeh,
& Oskouyi (2019)
Iran

Crosssectional,
case-control

Clinical group: N=105 (43 male) diagnosed with
schizophrenia, Mage=32.99.
Non-clinical group: N=90 (30 male) with highschizotypal traits, Mage=18.67.
Non-clinical group 2: N=90 (36 male) with lowschizotypal traits, Mage=18.97.

Key Findings

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Associated with persecution in both clinical groups.
Negative-self schema were associated with paranoid ideation in CHR and a lower
risk state.
Negative-other schema were associated with the highest risk state and fully
developed psychosis.
Positive-Self and Other-Schema:
Positive-other schema was associated with persecution in clinical group 1.
Positive-self schema > in clinical group 2.
Clinical group > paranoia following social stress induction, which was accounted
for by > EMS total scores. The defectiveness/shame and
enmeshment/undeveloped self-schemas were associated with an increase in
paranoia.

BCSS

Negative-Self and Other-Schema:
Clinical group reported > than HC.
In the clinical group, negative-self schema predicted negative attenuated psychotic
symptoms but not positive symptoms.
Positive-Self and Other-Schema
Clinical group reported < than HC.
< Positive-self schema predicted negative attenuated psychotic symptoms.

YSQ-SF

The clinical group and non-clinical high-schizotypal trait group had > EMS scores
than the non-clinical low-schizotypal trait group; ns difference between the clinical
and non-clinical high-schizotypal trait group.
All but four schemas related to positive psychotic symptoms in the clinical group
and the social isolation, defectiveness and vulnerability to harm schemas were
associated with negative psychotic symptoms in the clinical group; these
associations remained when controlling for depression.
The mistrust/abuse schema predicted positive psychotic symptoms and the social
isolation schema predicted negative symptoms in the clinical group.

Note. N=number of participants, Mage=mean age, NR=not reported, >=higher/more than, <=fewer/less than, ns=non-significant, RCT=Randomised Controlled Trial, HC=Healthy Controls,
HSC=Help-Seeking Clinical, FEP=First Episode Psychosis, ARMS=At Risk Mental State, CHR=Clinical High Risk, UHR=Ultra-High Risk, BCSS=Brief Core Schema Scales, YSQ-SF=Young
Schema Questionnaire – Short Form, EMS=Early Maladaptive Schema, UTC=unusual thought content, NBI=non-bizarre ideas, DS=disorganized speech, PA=perceptual abnormalities,
CBT=cognitive-behavioural therapy. †A total schema score was computed.
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Does Schema Functioning Differentiate Clinical Groups from Non-Clinical Controls?
Three studies compared self and other-schema between clinical psychosis groups and
non-clinical controls. Psychosis groups were consistently characterised by elevated negativeself and other-schema, and fewer positive-self and other-schema (Collett, Pugh, Waite, &
Freeman, 2016; Peters et al., 2016). One study however, found that elevated negative-self
schema were partly accounted for by the presence of depression and found no differences
between groups in positive-schema scores (MacKinnon, Newman-Taylor, & Stopa, 2011).
Some of these studies are limited by small samples with disparities across the samples (i.e.
age and gender unevenly matched). Although there are some inconsistencies across findings,
initial evidence suggests that schemas differentiate clinical psychosis groups from nonclinical controls.
Five studies explored schema differences between clinical at-risk (this includes those
defined by researchers as ARMS, ultra-high risk, or at clinical high-risk of developing
psychosis) and healthy control (HC) groups. Overall, findings are relatively consistent and
sample sizes ranged from modest to large, making findings more robust. Results suggest that
elevated negative-self and other-schema differentiate at-risk groups from HCs (Saleem et al.,
2014; Appiah-Kusi et al., 2017), and this finding remained when controlling for depression
(Stowkowy & Addington, 2012; Stowkowy et al., 2016). Research also indicates that at-risk
groups endorse fewer positive-self and other-schema than HCs (Cowan, McAdams, & Mittal,
2018; Stowkowy et al., 2016; Appiah-Kusi et al., 2017).
Three studies compared EMS measured by the YSQ-SF across clinical psychosis and
non-clinical HC groups (Bortolon, Capdevielle, Boulenger, Gely-Nargeot, & Raffard, 2013;
Sundag, Ascone, de Matos Marques, Moritz, & Lincoln, 2016; Sundag et al., 2017). A greater
presence of EMS were characteristic of the psychosis groups. One study controlled for
depression and identified six EMS that remained statistically different from the HC group:
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Emotional deprivation, social isolation, defectiveness/shame, enmeshment, failure, and
subjugation schemas (Bortolon et al., 2013). These precise EMS may therefore be pertinent in
differentiating clinical psychosis and non-clinical HC groups.

Does Schema Functioning Differ Across the Psychosis Continuum?
Four groups across the psychosis continuum were compared by Taylor et al. (2014):
(1) FEP; (2) ARMS; (3) help-seeking clinical below the ARMS threshold; and (4) non-helpseeking (i.e. non-clinical) psychotic-like experiences (PLEs). Negative-self and other-schema
did not differentiate the three clinical groups, whereas the non-help-seeking PLEs group were
characterised by significantly fewer negative-schemas than all clinical groups. Similarly,
Peters et al. (2016) found that a clinical psychosis group reported significantly elevated
negative-self and other-schema than a non-help-seeking PLEs group, however, there were
non-significant differences between the non-help-seeking PLEs group and a control group. In
line with Taylor and colleagues, later research found no significant differences in negative
schemas between an at-risk and psychosis sample (Müller et al., 2017). Collectively, these
findings suggest that non-clinical PLEs groups are characterised by significantly fewer
negative-self and other-schema than clinical psychosis groups. The findings did not reflect
any distinct schema dependent upon stage of psychosis however, and are supportive of
negative schema being characteristic of all clinical groups (i.e. psychosis, FEP, at-risk and
help-seeking below ARMS threshold). Limitations of these studies include a large disparity
between sample sizes resulting in some samples underpowered to detect small effects.
The continuum view of psychosis proposes that psychotic symptoms are the severe
expression of schizotypal traits that are normally distributed in the general population (Peters
et al., 2016). One study found no differences in EMS between a clinical psychosis and highschizotypal trait non-clinical group, however these groups endorsed significantly more EMS
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than a low-schizotypal trait non-clinical group (Khosravani, Mohammadzadeh, & Oskouyi,
2019). This suggests that as schizotypal traits increase, negative schemas increase.
Whilst cross-sectional studies suggest that schema functioning appears independent of
stage of clinical psychosis, other studies have indicated changes in schemas across time,
although results are strikingly inconsistent. Research with a large clinical sample (N=765)
found that negative-self schema increase at the time of transition to psychosis, suggesting that
those individuals potentially felt worse about themselves during transition (Stowkowy et al.,
2016). In contrast, Müller et al. (2017) stratified an at-risk sample into sub-samples based on
their level of risk of transitioning to psychosis. Findings suggest that the transition to
psychosis was associated with a switch from predominantly negative-self to negative-other
schemas, specifically in association with paranoid ideation. The instability of these schemas
during transitional phases therefore might be an important area to research further using
longitudinal designs.
Research regarding the role of positive schemas across the continuum is limited and
unclear, making it difficult to confidently draw conclusions. Increased positive-self schema
has been found to characterise a FEP clinical group; however, researchers speculated this
may have been underpinned by elevated levels of grandiosity (Taylor et al., 2014). Other
research found a clinical psychosis group held significantly more positive-self schema than
an at-risk group (Müller et al., 2017). Although it is possible that these clinical groups were
experiencing grandiosity, neither studies measured grandiose symptoms. Findings are
inconclusive, but possibly suggest that positive-self schema are elevated in psychosis groups
compared to at-risk groups. One study with large sample sizes found that positive-self and
other-schema were significantly elevated in a non-clinical PLEs group (n=92) compared to a
clinical psychosis group (n=84; Peters et al., 2016). These findings provide preliminary
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evidence to suggest that positive schemas are characteristic of non-help-seeking individuals
experiencing PLEs.
Other research has found that individuals who had recovered from psychosis (i.e. had
achieved symptom remission and adequate socio-occupational functioning for more than one
year) had increased positive-self schema compared to a remitted group (i.e. symptom
remission for more than six months and inadequate socio-occupational functioning recovery;
Chung et al., 2013). Focusing on increasing positive-self schema may therefore be an
important clinical target in helping those in remission achieve recovery. These preliminary
findings however are limited to small samples and thus require replication.

Are Schemas Associated with Positive Psychotic Symptomology?
Overall, 15 studies explored associations between schemas and positive psychotic
symptomatology, with some studies lending support to the cognitive models of psychosis
(e.g. Garety et al., 2001).
Total positive symptoms. One study measured total positive symptoms (i.e. total
positive symptoms score) in a clinical psychosis group using the Scale for the Assessment of
Positive Symptoms (Andreasen, 1984). Results indicated no association with negative-self
schema, however increased negative-other schema was associated with elevated levels of
total positive symptoms (Smith et al., 2006).
Three studies utilised the YSQ-SF and the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale
(Kay, Fiszbein, & Opler, 1987) to investigate this relationship further (Bortolon et al., 2013;
Sundag et al., 2016; Khosravani et al., 2019). Studies found that a higher total EMS score
was associated with more severe positive symptoms, however there was some inconsistency
regarding which specific EMS were relevant. Two studies found that the mistrust/abuse
schema remained the only significant association when controlling for depression (Bortolon
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et al., 2013; Khosravani et al., 2019), highlighting the importance of this schema. However,
other research failed to replicate this finding (Sundag et al., 2016). The researchers
hypothesised that the samples differed in their experience of childhood traumas, which are
assumed to relate to the presence of the mistrust/abuse schema (Young et al., 2003). Overall,
findings suggest that EMS and negative-other schema specifically, are clinically relevant
when considering total positive symptoms in psychosis groups. These findings can be best
understood within the framework of Garety et al’s cognitive model (2007).
Four studies investigated associations between schemas and total positive symptoms
amongst at-risk groups and findings to date are inconsistent. Stowkowy and Addington
(2012) found a higher total negative-schema score (a total score was computed as negativeself and other-schema were highly correlated) was associated with increased total positive
psychotic symptoms, as measured by the Scale for Assessment of Prodromal Symptoms
(SOPS; McGlashan et al., 2010). Later research replicated the association with negative-other
schema, however no association was found with negative-self schema (Stowkowy et al.,
2016). Although these studies offer preliminary evidence to suggest an association between
negative schemas and total positive symptoms in at-risk groups, other studies highlight some
discrepancies and indicate no relationship between negative schemas and total positive
symptoms (Saleem et al., 2014; Cowan et al., 2018).
Specific positive symptoms. There is evidence to suggest that particular schema are
relevant in the development of specific positive psychotic symptoms (i.e. specific symptom
subscales). Findings suggest that different sub-types of delusions (i.e. persecutory or
grandiose) may reflect distinct types of schema. Three studies investigated associations
between schema and persecutory delusions in clinical psychosis groups; findings suggest that
individuals who endorsed more negative-self schema had an increased chance of
experiencing persecutory delusions (Smith et al., 2006; Garety et al., 2013). These findings
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offer tentative support to the ‘delusion as a defence’ hypothesis (Lyon, Kaney, & Bentall,
1994), which suggests persecutory delusions function as a defence against underlying low
self-esteem. Findings regarding negative-other schema are unclear; no association was found
when controlling for mood and self-esteem (Smith et al., 2006), however later research
limited by a small clinical group (N=16) found persecutory delusions were characterised by
elevated negative-other schema (MacKinnon et al., 2011). Arguably, negative-self and otherschema are both relevant cognitive processes in persecutory delusions and findings are
consistent with the threat anticipation cognitive model (Freeman & Garety, 2004).
Nonetheless, the evidence for negative-other schema is less clear and conclusions must be
treated cautiously.
Two studies explored the relationship between schemas and grandiose delusions.
Findings suggest that the endorsement of positive schema in particular, may underlie
grandiose delusions. Early research concluded that grandiose delusions were predicted by the
endorsement of fewer negative-self schema and increased positive-self and other-schema
(Smith et al., 2006; Garety et al., 2013). Findings in relation to negative-other schema are
unclear and conclusions are unable to be made. For example, Smith et al. (2006) reported no
association between negative-other schema and grandiose delusions when performing
correlational analyses, however their regression analyses indicated that negative-other
schema were independently associated with grandiose delusions. Such findings may be best
understood within the context of the emotion consistent account (Smith et al., 2005), however
the studies do not indicate any direction of causality. In summary, there is evidence to draw
tenuous conclusions that there are distinct psychological processes at work dependent upon
delusional subtype.
One study explored the association between schema and the distress associated with
delusional experiences (Smith et al., 2006). Elevated negative-self schema was associated
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with an increased amount and intensity of distress, whilst negative-other was related to
amount of distress only. Negative-self and other-schema were associated with a greater
preoccupation with delusions. Negative-other schema only was related to the amount of
conviction an individual had regarding their delusional beliefs. These findings can be
understood within the context of cognitive models of psychosis (Garety et al., 2001; Garety et
al., 2007), which suggest that negative schema are closely associated with the emotional
distress experienced as a result of psychotic symptoms. Freeman et al’s (2002) persecutory
delusions model also provides context to these findings. The model proposes that negative
schema associated with distress are reflected in the content of delusions and following the
formation of the delusion, negative schema are likely to be confirmed, possibly worsening
and maintaining distress. Smith et al. did not report differences in levels of distress dependent
on delusional subtype, however the clinical psychosis sample included significantly more
individuals with persecutory delusions (55%) than grandiose delusions (17%). Freeman et al.
suggest that distress arises from the content of the delusions and further appraisal of the
delusional experience, and therefore we might expect persecutory delusions to have a
stronger association with distress given their typically threatening nature. As this finding is
limited to one study that recruited a relatively small sample, conclusions must be treated
cautiously until findings are replicated.
It is increasingly recognised that paranoia is a spectrum, with the experience of
persecutory delusions at the extreme end (Freeman & Garety, 2014). Two studies examined
associations between schemas and paranoia, and findings to date remain unclear. There is
initial evidence suggesting that elevated negative-self schema are associated with increased
paranoia, thus, when an individual perceives themselves as vulnerable, paranoia is expressed
(Müller et al., 2016). Such findings are consistent with Trower and Chadwick’s (1995)
proposal that individuals with ‘bad me’ paranoia believe that they deserve to be persecuted—
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reflected here in negative-self schema scores. However, controlling for anxiety and
depression resulted in this finding becoming non-significant finding (Freeman et al., 2012).
On the contrary, a regression analysis found no association between paranoia and negativeself schema, whereas an association with negative-other schema was found (Müller et al.,
2016). Thus, consistent with Trower and Chadwick’s model, those with ‘poor me’ paranoia
perceived themselves as undeserved victims—reflected here in negative-other schema scores.
Overall, these findings support the idea that negative evaluations and mistrust of others can
feed into the development of paranoia on their own, or possibly in combination with negative
views of the self.
Two studies offer preliminary evidence to suggest that schemas, particularly negativeself schema, are important cognitive mechanisms in auditory verbal hallucinations. Thomas,
Farhall and Shawyer (2013) found that negative-self schema were strong predictors of beliefs
about voices. Negative-other and positive-self schema were also important in the formation
of beliefs about voices. These findings are consistent with cognitive theories that suggests
schemas play a role in how an individual appraises their voice-hearing experience and their
resulting beliefs about voices. Furthermore, negative-self schema were associated with
negative voice content and how distressing the voice-hearing experience was perceived,
supporting Garety et al’s (2001) cognitive model. Negative-other schema however were
unrelated to these dimensions (Smith et al., 2006).
Research suggests that a range of specific symptoms observed in at-risk groups are
characterised by negative schema. Those who endorsed elevated negative-other schema had
greater paranoid conviction, fewer beliefs that their persecution was deserved (Morrison et
al., 2015), and more severe perceptual abnormalities and distress associated with this (Taylor
et al., 2014). Negative-self schema were associated with suspicious/persecutory ideas (Cowan
et al., 2018), deservedness of the persecution (Morrison et al., 2015), and paranoid ideation
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(Müller et al., 2016). Negative-self and other-schema have also been found to be related to a
range of positive psychotic symptoms dimensions, (i.e. unusual thought content, non-bizarre
ideas, disorganised speech) and in particular, the distress associated with non-bizarre ideas
(Taylor et al., 2014). In contrast, a study with a large sample size (N=360) found no
associations between negative schema and specific positive symptoms (i.e. unusual
thoughts/delusions, suspiciousness, grandiose ideas, perceptual abnormalities, disorganised
communication; Saleem et al., 2014). A further study found no relationship between paranoia
and negative-self schema (Morrison et al., 2015). In summary, there is evidence for
relationships between specific symptoms and negative schema in at-risk groups, however
findings are inconclusive.

Are Schemas Associated with Negative Psychotic Symptomology?
Negative symptoms and their association with schema have received less attention in
the literature and findings are therefore less conclusive. Three studies recruited clinical
psychosis groups and utilised the YSQ-SF. Early research found EMS were unrelated to
negative symptoms (Bortolon et al., 2013; Sundag et al., 2016), however research with a
larger sample found that the social isolation EMS was associated with negative symptoms
(Khosravani et al., 2019). This can be understood in the framework of Rector et al’s cognitive
model (2005), which suggests that as schema are triggered individuals may socially isolate
themselves to protect from possible external threats. Further research is necessary to establish
whether this novel finding can be replicated before firm conclusions can be drawn regarding
the significance of this schema to negative symptoms, as well as the direction of causality.
Nonetheless, the social isolation schema may be meaningfully related to negative psychotic
symptoms.
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Findings concerning the relationship between negative symptoms and schema
amongst at-risk groups are contradictory. For example, Stowkowy et al. (2016) found that
positive and negative schemas were unrelated to attenuated negative symptoms of psychosis
as measured by the SOPS. Conversely, Cowan et al. (2018) found that self-schema may be
important when considering negative symptoms in at-risk groups. The researchers concluded
that increased negative-self schema and fewer positive-self schema uniquely predicted total
negative symptoms. This finding lends support to the cognitive model described by Rector
and colleagues (2005), however subsequent analysis suggested this relationship may have
been mediated by depression (Cowan et al., 2018). Further studies exploring associations
between schemas and negative symptoms in at-risk groups are necessary to provide further
clarity.

Do Schemas Mediate the Link Between Adversity and Psychosis?
According to cognitive models of psychosis, early traumatic experiences may create
an enduring cognitive vulnerability characterised by negative schema (e.g. Garety et al.,
2007). Such schema may lead to paranoid interpretations of experiences and thereby
influence the formation of psychotic symptoms. Emerging literature lends support to this
model, for example, an at-risk group reporting early trauma showed elevated negative-self
and other-schema (Addington et al., 2013). Preliminary evidence suggests that specific types
of traumatic experiences may underlie distinct types of negative schema. Stowkowy et al.
(2016) found that early psychological and physical abuse was associated with elevated
negative-self schema, whereas psychological bullying was associated with elevated negativeother schema in an at-risk group. No associations were found between positive schema and
early adversity.
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Whilst research has reported a relationship between early trauma, psychosis, and
schemas, there is initial evidence suggesting that schemas may partially mediate this
association. Hardy et al. (2016) found negative-other schema partially mediated the
relationship between childhood emotional abuse and persecutory delusions. A later study
investigated whether schema underpinned the association between early trauma and a
heightened risk of developing psychosis (Appiah-Kusi et al., 2017). Researchers found that
negative-self schema mediated 14.7% of the total effect of childhood emotional neglect on
the risk of presenting as being at high-risk for developing psychosis. Furthermore, negativeself schema mediated 42.2% of the total effect of emotional neglect in childhood on the
severity of paranoid ideation.
Central to Garety et al’s (2001) cognitive model is the role of early social adversities,
which are proposed to contribute to the development of negative-schemas. Three studies
provide initial evidence to conclude that schemas are meaningfully related to socially adverse
experiences. Findings suggest that social adversity can influence the development of social
defeat, which describes an enduring feeling of having an outsider status and is a risk factor to
developing psychosis (Selten & Cantor-Graae, 2005). Stowkowy and Addington (2012)
found that negative schemas partially mediate the relationship between social defeat and
positive symptoms of psychosis. These results indicated that social adversities could
contribute to the development of persistent negative schemas, which may relate to psychotic
symptoms (Stowkowy & Addington, 2012). The researchers hypothesised that social defeat
scores reflected early social adversities in the at-risk group, however a measure investigating
early trauma was not utilised.
Later research focused on perceived discrimination in the development of positive
psychotic symptoms in an at-risk group. Saleem and colleagues (2014) reported that
perceived discrimination was associated with negative schemas but not directly with positive
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symptoms and therefore, this may suggest that negative-self and other-schema lead to an
increased perception of being discriminated against. More pronounced EMS were found to
contribute to increased paranoid responses to social stress amongst clinical psychosis groups
reporting persecutory delusions (Sundag et al., 2017). Thus, schemas are possibly relevant to
psychosis symptom formation and when an individual is exposed to social stressors,
maladaptive schema are activated.
Overall there is preliminary research to suggest that negative schemas may have a role
in the association between adversity and psychosis, however, it is difficult to draw
conclusions from cross-sectional studies. Positive findings to date should justify the
investment of further research looking more closely at these potential mechanisms.

Is Psychological Intervention Effective in Altering Schemas?
Given the evidence to suggest that paranoid symptoms may be associated with
negative-self schema, Freeman et al. (2014) conducted a randomised controlled trial (RCT)
aimed at targeting self-schema through a cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) intervention.
The intervention produced short-term gains for the treatment group post-intervention. There
was a small reduction in negative-self schema and a moderate reduction in paranoia, however
neither findings were statistically significant in this pilot study. The treatment group’s
positive-self schema scores increased significantly post-intervention. Although this
intervention targeted mechanisms contributing to the delusions, paranoia levels also reduced.
This can be understood in line with Freeman et al’s (2002) framework, which suggests that
persecutory beliefs are formed when negative-schemas are drawn upon in search for meaning
of an internal experience. This study highlights the potential value of targeting self-schema in
the psychosis population, however replication is necessary.
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Methodological Critique of the Studies
There are some limitations that need to be considered when interpreting the findings
of the reviewed studies. Several studies recruited relatively low numbers of participants, with
eight studies recruiting 30 or fewer participants to their clinical group. Further to this, male
participants dominated the samples and some studies had large disparities between their
clinical and control groups in relation to demographic variables and sample sizes. These
studies may have lacked the statistical power to detect small effect sizes, which limits the
conclusions that can be drawn.
Many studies recruited clinical groups from community services, which may not
represent the full range of individuals endorsing psychotic symptoms. There may have been
selection bias in some studies, for example, participants with persecutory delusions are likely
to be difficult to recruit to research due to their concerns about the intentions of others and
this may have resulted in a sample of participants experiencing delusions of a lower severity
than what would be typical of this population (e.g. MacKinnon et al., 2011). Only one study
included a clinical control group of participants with depression (Sundag et al., 2016); it is
important for future research to consider the inclusion of non-psychotic clinical control
groups (e.g. participants experiencing anxiety, depression etc.) as this would strengthen
conclusions regarding the role of schema functioning in psychosis in particular. Although two
studies recruited non-clinical PLEs groups, allowing the concept of the psychosis continuum
to be considered more thoughtfully, there were some limitations to their recruitment methods
employed. Taylor et al (2014) recruited a sample of students to their non-clinical PLEs group
and did not assess for any current or past mental health difficulties. Whereas, Peters et al
(2016) targeted a selective sample from specialist interest organisations, and such individuals
tend to be high functioning. Both non-clinical PLE groups recruited may be less
representative of the broader group of individuals with PLEs in the general population.
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All 23 studies used self-report measures to assess for schemas, and the limitations of
such methods are well-established (e.g. question misinterpretation and response bias).
Schemas were assessed for using one of two measures (i.e. BCSS and YSQ-SF) that
operationalise schemas somewhat differently, therefore making it difficult to directly
compare study findings. Concurrent validity across the subscales of these measures has
ranged from low to high (Fowler et al., 2006) and therefore, some subscales are potentially
measuring different constructs. Although the YSQ-SF attempts to assess EMS, it is unclear if
the assessed schemas developed in childhood and how strongly linked maladaptive schemas
are to key childhood experiences. Only a small number of studies (n=5) assessed for
childhood trauma or early childhood adversities, all relying on retrospective reporting which
could be subject to recall bias. Furthermore, there are some limitations to the schema
measures utilised; the responses given by participants may change dependent on their
situation, and to account for this some studies report collecting data in an emotionally neutral
environment (e.g. Appiah-Kusi et al., 2017). Finally, varied and brief assessments of
symptom dimensions were occasionally used (e.g. the Paranoia Checklist; Freeman et al.,
2005) and fuller assessments may have provided richer detail on psychotic symptoms.
Although some studies did attempt to control for possible confounding variables, brief
measures were used, for example, Sundag and colleagues (2016) controlled for depression
using only one single item.
The majority of the studies used a cross-sectional design and cannot therefore
adequately address the issue of causation. Thus, the underlying mechanisms of causality and
directionality in the relationships observed between schemas and symptoms of psychosis
remains unclear. There is a need for research to employ more robust methodologies and
longitudinal designs to allow firmer conclusions to be made regarding the direction of
causality. Only one RCT design was utilised (Freeman et al., 2014); limitations of this study
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include its short-term intervention with only a one-month follow-up, and further to this no
formal power calculation was conducted.
Finally, most of the studies were undertaken in western societies, with the exception
of two studies (Khosravani et al., 2019; Chung et al., 2013), and whilst it is possible that the
endorsement of schema may differ across different cultures, this was not considered. Not all
studies reported on participant ethnicity however of those that did, clinical groups were
largely White/Caucasian and lacked ethnic diversity, eliminating the possibility of examining
any potential differences amongst ethnic groups, whilst also limiting the generalisability of
the findings.

Future Research and Clinical Implications
The limitations of the reviewed studies indicate a number of important considerations
and provide direction for future studies. Further longitudinal studies may enhance the
evidence-base and provide further clarity regarding fluctuations in schema functioning across
an individual’s psychosis journey. This may assist with discovering possible target areas for
therapeutic intervention, dependent upon stage of psychosis. Determining the effectiveness of
altering schemas through a CBT intervention requires further research. As initial results were
promising, the literature would be strengthened from further RCTs. RCTs may benefit from
recruiting larger samples and investigating specific intervention techniques and their
subsequent impact on particular schema. Given the evidence to indicate that there are distinct
psychological processes at work dependent on delusional subtype, it may be helpful for
intervention studies to tailor their intervention specifically to delusional subtypes and their
associated schemas.
On the basis of the available evidence, it may be of value to assess for schemas
clinically using validated measures and to incorporate schemas into psychological
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formulations. There is tentative evidence to suggest that targeting schemas may be a core area
of focus for therapeutic intervention for psychosis clinically, as an alternative to directly
targeting psychotic symptoms. Theoretically, results of the studies included for review lend
some support to cognitive models of psychosis.

Conclusions
In conclusion, negative self and other-schema are likely to be present across the
continuum of clinical psychosis groups but are not characteristic of non-clinical PLEs group.
Tentatively, it can be suggested that schemas may change over time and negative schema
possibly increase at the time of transition from an at-risk state to FEP. The literature to date is
limited and inconclusive, and overall there is insufficient evidence to conclude that negative
schemas differentiate between at-risk groups and those with a first episode or fully developed
psychotic disorder. Positive schema are less researched and there is no robust evidence to
conclude that this schema differentiates groups on the continuum; however evidence is
emerging that positive schemas characterise individuals who have achieved recovery and
non-help seeking individuals having PLEs.
This review largely found associations between schema and specific positive
psychotic symptoms, supporting cognitive models of psychosis. Tentatively it can be
concluded that particular symptoms may reflect distinct underlying schema. Evidence
concerning negative symptoms and their association with schema is emerging, however,
these findings are contradictory and limited to a small number of studies. A limited number
of studies offer support to consider schema as a mediator of early trauma and later psychotic
symptoms, supportive of the cognitive model. Finally, there is initial evidence to suggest that
it is possible to target underlying schema through a CBT-intervention, as opposed to directly
targeting psychotic symptoms.
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Abstract
Background: Evidence is emerging that beliefs about voices are influenced by broader
schematic beliefs about the self and others. Similarly, studies indicate that the relationship an
individual has with their voice may mirror wider patterns of relating observed in social
relationships, which may be influenced by schematic beliefs.
Aims: This study examined associations between beliefs about voices and self and other
schema. Furthermore, associations between schemas and the perceived relationship between
the hearer and their predominant voice were explored.
Method: Forty-four voice-hearing participants were recruited across mental health services.
Participants completed self-report measures of beliefs about voices, schema functioning, and
relating between the hearer and their voice. Dimensions of voice experience, such as
frequency and content, were assessed using a clinician-rated scale.
Results: Beliefs about voices correlated with negative voice content and schemas. After
controlling for negative voice content, schemas were estimated to predict between 1-17% of
the variance in the six measured beliefs about voices; three of the associations reached
statistical significance. Negative-self schema were the strongest predictors of beliefs about
voices, whilst positive-self also showed potential relationships. Schemas also correlated with
dimensions of relating between the hearer and their voice.
Conclusions: In line with previous research, this study provides evidence that schemas,
particularly self-schema, may be important in the development of beliefs about voices. This
study offers preliminary findings to suggest that schemas are also associated with the
perceived relationship between the hearer and their voice.
Keywords: schemas, voice-hearing, auditory verbal hallucinations, beliefs about voices,
relating
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Introduction
Auditory verbal hallucinations (AVHs) can be defined as a sensory experience in the
absence of any external stimulation, whilst in a fully conscious state (Beck & Rector, 2003).
AVHs are most commonly experienced as voice-hearing, with the two terms used
interchangeably. AVHs are typically associated with psychotic disorders (Waters et al.,
2012), however there is evidence to suggest that they occur within the general population
(Linscott & van Os, 2013) and by individuals diagnosed with other mental health difficulties
(Kingdon et al., 2010). Some individuals experience AVHs as extremely distressing and
disabling. Conversely, others report feeling reassured and may therefore seek contact with
their voices (Chadwick & Birchwood, 1994).
Cognitive models of AVHs suggest that the types of appraisals and beliefs about
voices influence the level of reported distress and disability. In particular, explanatory beliefs
about voice intent (i.e. malevolent or benevolent) and voice power (i.e. omnipotence), as well
as metacognitive beliefs about the self-related implications of voice-hearing, have been
proposed as key mechanisms in understanding the development and maintenance of voices.
Chadwick and Birchwood (1994) proposed that it is an individual’s appraisal of voice intent
and resulting beliefs about voices that mediate voice-related distress and predict behavioural
responses to voice-hearing (e.g. compliance with AVHs). The model proposed by Morrison,
Haddock and Tarrier (1995), highlights the central position of metacognitive beliefs about the
voice-hearing experience. In particular, Morrison, Wells and Nothard (2002) suggested that
positive beliefs held about the value of AVHs (e.g. “they make me special”) may be
associated with the maintenance of hallucinatory experiences. Self-related negative appraisals
of AVHs as a threat to the physical or psychological integrity of the individual are associated
with increased distress (Morrison, 1998; Morrison, 2001). Research has also found
associations between voice content and beliefs about voices. In particular, where voice
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content was positive individuals appraised their voices as benevolent, whereas malevolent
appraisals were made where voice content was negative (van der Gaag, Hageman, &
Birchwood, 2003; Close & Garety, 1998).
Whilst beliefs about voices are important mediators of the affective, cognitive, and
behavioural response to AVHs, it is evident that these beliefs involve the hearer making
interpretations beyond the content of the voice alone (Close & Garety, 1998). Within
cognitive models of AVHs it is suggested that the formation of such beliefs is shaped by
more generalised cognitive representations of the self (e.g. “I am worthless”) and others (e.g.
“others are hostile”), referred to as schemas. Researchers suggest that early adversity may
create an enduring cognitive vulnerability, characterised by negative schema, which
contribute to the development and maintenance of AVHs (Garety, Kuipers, Fowler, Freeman,
& Bebbington, 2001; Garety, Bebbington, Fowler, Freeman, & Kuipers, 2007). As such, self
and other-schema have been deemed important cognitive mechanisms when explaining the
formation of beliefs about voices.
In a sample of 34 voice-hearing participants with diagnoses of schizophrenia or
schizoaffective disorder, Thomas, Farhall and Shawyer (2015) reported that schemas
significantly predicted malevolent, omnipotent, metaphysical, loss of control, and positive
beliefs about voices. After controlling for negative voice content, schemas were estimated to
predict between 9-35% of the variance in the six measured beliefs about voices, with
negative-self schema being the strongest predictor. As such, schemas, particularly those
regarding the self, may be important mechanisms in the development of a range of clinicallyrelevant beliefs about voices.
Given the emerging evidence to indicate an association between beliefs about voices
and self and other-schema, it might be expected that schemas may also influence the way an
individual relates to their voice. There is evidence that the hearer’s relationship with their
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voice mirrors wider patterns of social relating (Hayward, 2003), thus conceptualising the
experience of voice-hearing as a person-like stimulus that the hearer has a relationship with,
rather than simply a perceptual experience (Hayward, Berry, & Ashton, 2011). Birtchnell
(1996; 2002) proposed that individuals relate to their voice along two dimensions: proximity
and power. Proximity is represented by the distance and degree of intimacy between the
hearer and their voice, whilst power is represented by the amount of influence one has over
another. Early research indicated that where voice-hearers experienced powerless and
inferiority in social relationships, they felt powerless and subordinate relative to their voice
(Birchwood, Meaden, Trower, Gilbert, & Plaistow, 2000; Gilbert et al., 2001; Birchwood et
al., 2004).
Voice-hearing has been understood as an experience that involves ‘interrelating’; a
combination of the hearer relating to their voice and being related to by their voice (Hayward,
2003). To measure interrelating, the Voice and You (VAY; Hayward, Denney, Vaughan, &
Fowler, 2008) self-report questionnaire was developed, which assesses the hearer’s
perception of the relating of their voice (i.e. as dominant or intrusive) and how the hearer
relates to their voice (i.e. from a position of distance or dependence). Empirical findings
highlight specific associations between each of the VAY relating subscales and distress
(Sorrell, Hayward, & Meddings, 2010). Individuals who perceived their voice to relate more
dominantly, intrusively, and therefore related to their voice from a distance, reported higher
levels of distress. These associations however were not independent of appraisals of voice
malevolence and omnipotence, possibly suggesting that these beliefs were influencing the
strength of the reported associations. Perhaps intuitively, those who related to their voice
more dependently were least distressed by their voice-hearing experience (Sorrell et al.,
2010).
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To date there is no known empirical evidence exploring potential associations
between core schemas and the relationship between the hearer and their voice. Based on the
available research, it is reasonable to predict that an individual who holds increased negative
schemas about others (e.g. believing others to be hostile or bad) may perceive their voice as
relating to them through a similar lens. Additionally, it is reasonable to expect that the
position from which the hearer relates to their voice (e.g. distance) is influenced by schemas
about themselves (e.g. believing one’s self to be worthless or weak).
The primary aim of the current study was to determine associations between schemas
and beliefs about voices. Hypotheses were made with the aim of testing the preliminary
findings reported by Thomas et al. (2015). The current study also explored potential
associations between schemas and the perceived relationship between the hearer and their
predominant voice. Specifically, the following hypotheses were tested:
Hypothesis one: Negative beliefs about voices (i.e. malevolent, omnipotent,
metaphysical, and loss of control subscales) will be associated with negative-self schema;
malevolent and loss of control beliefs will be associated with negative-other schema; and
positive beliefs will be associated with positive-self schema.
Hypothesis two: Schema scales will predict beliefs about voices, after controlling for
the amount and degree of negative voice content.
Hypothesis three: Voice dominance and intrusiveness will be associated with negativeother schema.
Hypothesis four: Hearer distance and dependence will be associated with negative-self
schema.
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Method
Participants
Correlational analyses effect sizes reported by Thomas et al. (2015) ranged from
medium (r=.38) to large (r=.57). Power analyses for the current study indicated that to have
80% power (α=.05), 21 participants were required for detecting large effect sizes equivalent
to r=.57, and 52 participants for detecting medium effect sizes equivalent to r=.38.
A total of 44 participants were recruited from adult community, acute adult inpatient,
early intervention in psychosis, and child and adolescent mental health services across rural
and urban areas of North Wales. Eligible participants were: (a) aged 16 and above; (b)
currently experiencing AVHs; (c) history of voice-hearing of at least one year; and (d)
sufficient literacy and cognitive ability to complete self-report questionnaires.
Six (14%) participants were recruited from inpatient services and 38 (86%) from
community teams. Nine (21%) participants were in paid or voluntary employment and 22
(50%) were male. Participants reported hearing voices 2 for between one and 52 years
(M=13.45, SD=11.84) and the overall mean age for the sample was 38.9 (SD=14.57).
Demographic characteristics are provided in Table 1.

2

There were two missing data points and the mean of the remaining sample was used as a substitute score.
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Table 1
Participant Demographics
Demographic Variable
Ethnicity:
White British
Other
First language:
English
Psychiatric diagnosis:
Schizophrenia
Schizoaffective disorder
Psychosis
Paranoid schizophrenia
Bipolar disorder
Personality disorders
Multiple diagnoses
No diagnoses
Place of recruitment:
Community
Inpatient
Employment status:
Unemployed
Employed (part-time, full-time, or apprentice)
Voluntary worker
Student
Retired
Medication status:
Antipsychotic
No medication for voice-hearing

N (%) of sample
43 (98%)
1 (2%)
44 (100%)
16 (36%)
3 (7%)
4 (9%)
8 (18%)
1 (2%)
3 (7%)
5 (11%)
4 (9%)
38 (86%)
6 (14%)
30 (68%)
7 (16%)
2 (5%)
3 (7%)
2 (5%)
40 (91%)
4 (9%)

Note. N=44; Percentages are rounded and may not total 100%.

Procedure
Health board and university ethical approval was obtained (Appendices A, B and C).
Local clinicians were informed of the research and individuals who met the eligibility criteria
were approached during routine clinical appointments. Interested participants returned the
initial contact form to the first author or informed their treating clinician if they wished to
take part. Once written consent was given, questionnaire measures were administered during
one appointment.
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Measures
The Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales - Auditory Hallucinations Subscale
(PSYRATS; Haddock, McCarron, Tarrier, & Faragher, 1999). The PSYRATS is a widelyused 11-item interviewer-rated scale that measured the severity of different dimensions of
participants’ voice-hearing experience (e.g. frequency, content, distress). Participants rated
their experience over the previous week on a 5-point scale of increasing severity (0-4). The
PSYRATS has good psychometric properties (Haddock et al., 1999; Drake, Haddock, Tarrier,
Bentall, & Lewis, 2007).
The Interpretation of Voices Inventory (IVI; Morrison et al., 2002). The IVI is a
26-item self-report questionnaire that assessed metacognitive beliefs about voices. Three
subscales are derived, reflecting three beliefs about voices: negative metaphysical beliefs
(e.g. “they mean I have done something bad”), loss of control beliefs (e.g. “they will make
me go crazy”), and positive beliefs (e.g. “they make me important”). Participants rated their
agreement with each item on a four-point scale (1-4) ranging from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’.
The IVI has shown good test retest reliability (coefficients ranged from 0.73-0.84) and
internal consistency (Cronbach’s α all ≥0.80; Morrison et al., 2002).
The Revised Beliefs about Voices Questionnaire (BAVQ-R; Chadwick, Lees, &
Birchwood, 2000). The BAVQ-R is a 35-item self-report questionnaire that was used to
measure beliefs about voices. Three subscales are derived: malevolence (e.g. “my voice is
punishing me for something I have done”), benevolence (e.g. “my voice wants to protect
me”), and omnipotence (e.g. “my voice seems to know everything about me”). Participants
rated items on a four-point scale (0-3) ranging from ‘disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. The
measure has good psychometric properties with Cronbach’s α for each subscale ≥0.74
(Chadwick et al., 2000).
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The Voice and You (VAY; Hayward et al., 2008). The VAY is a 29-item self-report
questionnaire that assessed participants’ interrelating with their predominant voice. Four
subscale scores are derived: two concerning the hearer’s perception of the relating of the
voice (‘voice dominance’ and ‘voice intrusiveness’) and two concerning the relating of the
hearer (‘hearer distance’ and ‘hearer dependence’). Participants rated items on a four-point
scale (0-3) ranging from ‘rarely true’ to ‘nearly always true’, with higher scores indicating a
greater tendency to relate negatively from that position. The subscales have shown good
internal consistency (Cronbach’s α all ≥0.78) and test-retest reliability (coefficients ranged
from 0.72-0.91; Hayward et al., 2008).
The Brief Core Schema Scales (BCSS; Fowler et al., 2006). The BCSS is a selfreport questionnaire that was used to assess self and other-schema. The measure includes 24
items rated on a on a five-point rating scale (0-4). Four subscale scores are obtained relating
to negative and positive self (e.g. “I am vulnerable”; “I am successful”) and other (e.g. “other
people are devious”; “other people are supportive”) schema. The potential range of scores for
each subscale is 0-24; higher scores represent greater endorsement of a particular schema.
The BCSS has shown good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α all ≥0.78) and construct
validity across both psychosis and high-risk samples (Fowler et al., 2006; Addington & Tran,
2009).

Data Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS version 25 (IBM Corp, 2017).
The distributions of all continuous demographic and clinical variables were assessed for
normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test and visual inspection of Q-Q plots. The majority of
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variables3 were non-normally distributed. Following square, square root, and bimodal
transformations as appropriate, the variables remained non-normal and therefore the nontransformed variables were selected for all subsequent analyses.
To test hypotheses one, three and four, Spearman’s rho correlational analyses
examined associations between beliefs about voices, negative voice content (amount and
degree), schema subscales, and relating subscales. To test hypothesis two, a series of
hierarchical regression analyses were conducted for each of the six beliefs about voices. In
each analysis the two negative voice content variables measured on the PSYRATS were
entered as predictors in step 1 and the schema scales identified as holding a bivariate
correlation with that belief at p≤.10 (see Table 3) were entered as predictors in step 2. For
each regression analyses the data was screened for multicollinearity (no predictor variables
were intercorrelated r>.9), normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity. Heteroscedasticity was
observed for the benevolence subscale, whilst loss of control and positive beliefs were nonnormally distributed. These variables were therefore recoded using a median split and the
regressions rerun using the recoded variables. Based upon the existing literature suggesting
associations between beliefs about voices and associated distress (e.g. Chadwick &
Birchwood, 1994; Morrison, Northard, Bowe, & Wells, 2004), regressions were rerun to
examine whether the inclusion of these potential confounding variables (i.e. PSYRATS
amount and intensity of distress) changed the pattern of results.

3

Age, years hearing voices, BCSS positive-self and negative-self, IVI positive and loss of control belief
subscales, BAVQ-R malevolence, omnipotence and benevolence subscales, all VAY subscales, PSYRATS
amount and degree of negative content and intensity and amount of distress subscales.
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Results
The mean scores and standard deviations for each of the main measures are presented
in Table 2. High rates of endorsement of negative-self and other-schema were observed,
similar to those reported by Fowler et al. (2006).

Table 2
Mean Scores on the Main Measures
Subscale

Mean

SD

PSYRATS Amount of Negative Content
PSYRATS Degree of Negative Content
PSYRATS Amount of Distress
PSYRATS Intensity of Distress
IVI Positive Beliefs
IVI Metaphysical Beliefs
IVI Loss of Control Beliefs
BAVQ-R Malevolence
BAVQ-R Benevolence
BAVQ-R Omnipotence
BCSS Negative-self
BCSS Positive-self
BCSS Negative-others
BCSS Positive-others
VAY Hearer Dependence
VAY Hearer Distance
VAY Voice Dominance
VAY Voice Intrusiveness

3.18
3.16
2.82
3.11
11.91
29.14
12.75
10.91
3.50
11.77
9.66
7.18
9.02
9.93
7.59
15.45
15.02
9.16

0.84
1.08
1.15
1.08
5.21
10.40
4.69
5.04
4.42
4.54
7.61
5.44
5.54
5.09
5.82
5.70
7.57
5.19

Note. N=44; †p≤.10; *p≤.05; **p≤.01; ***p≤.001; PSYRATS=Psychotic Symptoms Rating
Scales; IVI=Interpretation of Voices Inventory; BAVQ-R=Revised Beliefs about Voices
Questionnaire; BCSS=Brief Core Schema Scales; VAY=the Voice and You.

Hypothesis One
Correlations between beliefs about voices and schema scales were analysed (see
Table 3). Five of the beliefs showed significant correlations with one or more of the schema
scales, with the exception of positive beliefs about voices. As predicted, all four negative
beliefs about voices were associated with negative self-schema and loss of control beliefs
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were associated with negative-other schema. Contrary to our predictions, the malevolence
scale was unrelated to negative-other schema, whilst positive beliefs were unrelated to
positive-self schema.
Significant relationships were also found between schemas and beliefs about voices
that had not been predicted. In particular, the benevolence subscale was associated with
positive-self and other-schema, and showed a negative association with negative-self schema.
All four negative beliefs about voices correlated negatively with positive-self schema. The
omnipotence subscale was associated with negative-other schema and showed a negative
relationship with positive-other schema. All six beliefs about voices were associated with
either the amount and/or degree of negative voice content (see Table 3).

Table 3
Correlational Analyses between Beliefs About Voices, Negative Voice Content, and Schema
Scales
PSYRATS
Negative Content

BCSS Self-Schema

BCSS Other-Schema

Belief Subscale

Amount

Degree

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

BAVQ-R
Malevolence
Benevolence
Omnipotence

.72***
-.58***
.51***

.43**
-.22
.69***

.56***
-.42**
.75***

-.31*
.30*
-.50***

.23
-.07
.47***

-.25
.32*
-.38**

IVI
Metaphysical
Loss of Control
Positive

.64***
.64***
-.44**

.68***
.61***
.02

.61***
.71***
-.11

-.45**
-.42**
.23

.28†
.36*
.25†

-.28†
-.26†
.09

Note. N=44; †p≤.10; *p≤.05; **p≤.01; ***p≤.001; PSYRATS=Psychotic Symptoms Rating
Scales; IVI=Interpretation of Voices Inventory; BAVQ-R=Revised Beliefs about Voices
Questionnaire; BCSS=Brief Core Schema Scales.

Multiple ad hoc comparisons were made between other demographic and clinical
variables. All four negative beliefs about voices were related to gender (metaphysical t(35)=-
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2.759, p=.009; loss of control t(41)=-3.517, p=.002; malevolence t(41)=-2.885, p=.008 and;
omnipotence t(41)=-2.347, p=.027), with females endorsing significantly higher scores. In
terms of the positive interpretations of voices, males reported significantly higher benevolent
beliefs (t(30)=2.237, p=.042). Other than loss of control beliefs (r=-.45, p=.002), age was
unrelated to any other beliefs about voices. There were no relationships identified between
beliefs about voices and the number of years hearing voices.
Significant correlations were observed between distress and beliefs about voices. In
particular, the amount of distress was related to metaphysical (r=.50, p=.001), loss of control
(r=.42, p=.004), malevolent (r=.62, p=<.001), benevolent (r=-.36, p=.015), omnipotent
(r=.41, p=.006), and positive beliefs about voices (r=-.34, p=.022). The intensity of distress
was related to metaphysical (r=.38, p=.012), loss of control (r=.42, p=.004), malevolent
(r=.38, p=.012), benevolent (r=-.33, p=.03), and omnipotent beliefs (r=.42, p=.004).
Male participants endorsed significantly higher positive-self (t(41)=2.486, p=.021)
and positive-other (t(41)=2.168, p=.036) schema and fewer negative-self schema (t(41)=3.976, p=.001) than females.

Hypothesis Two
To examine the degree to which negative voice content and schemas predicted beliefs
about voices, including after controlling for negative voice content, a series of hierarchical
linear regressions were conducted. The amount and degree of negative voice content
PSYRATS variables were entered as a first step, and the schema scales identified as
correlated with that belief as a second step (see Table 4). Although the regressions using the
dichotomised data were slightly less predictive (see Table 4), the differences were modest
and therefore the regression results reported in text are based on the non-dichotomised
variables. The estimated proportion of variance explained by negative voice content alone
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ranged from 27-54%. Entering schemas in the second step explained statistically significant
additional variance for three of the six beliefs, namely malevolent, omnipotent, and loss of
control beliefs. The estimated proportion of additional variance explained by schemas ranged
from 1-17%, with the total variance explained by negative voice content and schemas
combined ranging from 28-65%.
On the basis of the observed bivariate correlations, more than one schema scale was
entered as a predictor in five of the beliefs about voices regressions, with positive beliefs
being the only exception. For the omnipotence, metaphysical, and loss of control regressions,
all four schema scales were entered as predictors. Standardised regression coefficients for
each of the schema scales are presented in Table 4. Negative-self schema emerged as an
independent predictor for omnipotent and loss of control beliefs. Both negative-self and
positive-self schema emerged as independent predictors of malevolent voice appraisals. No
schema scale predicted benevolent, metaphysical, or positive beliefs about voices. To control
for the effect of voice-related distress, the regressions were rerun including the PSYRATS
amount and intensity of distress subscales as covariates. This did not change the pattern of
results.
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Table 4
Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Beliefs About Voices from Negative
Voice Content and Schema Scales
Belief
Subscale
Malevolence

Benevolence

Omnipotence

Metaphysical

Loss of control

Positive

Predictor

R2 change

F change

Step 1:
Amount of negative content
Degree of negative content
Step 2:
Negative-self
Positive-self
Total R2
Step 1:
Amount of negative content
Degree of negative content
Step 2:
Negative-self
Positive-self
Positive-others
Total R2
Total R2 for dichotomised variable
Step 1:
Amount of negative content
Degree of negative content
Step 2:
Negative-self
Negative-others
Positive-self
Positive-others
Total R2
Step 1:
Amount of negative content
Degree of negative content
Step 2:
Negative-self
Negative-others
Positive-self
Positive-others
Total R2
Step 1:
Amount of negative content
Degree of negative content
Step 2:
Negative-self
Negative-others
Positive-self
Positive-others
Total R2
Total R2 for dichotomised variable
Step 1:
Amount of negative content
Degree of negative content
Step 2:
Negative-others
Total R2
Total R2 for dichotomised variable

.54

24.450***

.10

.64
.39

.05

.43
.30
.48

.17

.65
.51

.07

.58
.52

.13

.65
.49
.27

.01

Standardised β

T

.64
.15

5.066***
1.185

.31
.37

2.391*
2.722**

-.69
.14

-4.699***
.972

-.26
.03
.05

-1.562
.151
.345

.22
.55

1.597
4.044***

.37
.28
.08
.02

2.459*
1.879†
.520
.113

.41
.40

3.126**
3.081**

.26
.10
.07
.13

1.606
.751
.410
.871

.47
.35

3.564***
2.659**

.34
.18
.10
.12

2.303*
1.482
.657
.932

-.63
.31

-3.914***
1.911†

.11

.777

5.220**

12.995***

1.040

18.901***

4.433**

21.724***

1.464

21.965***

3.404*

7.713***

.604

.28
.27

Note. N=44; †p≤.10; *p≤.05; **p≤.01; ***p≤.001
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Hypotheses Three and Four
Correlational analyses examined potential relationships between VAY subscales and
schemas. All VAY subscales showed significant relationships with one or more of the
schema scales (see Table 5). In line with predictions, the hearer’s perception of their voice
relating dominantly and intrusively was associated with negative-other schema, whilst the
hearer relating to their voice from a position of distance and dependence was associated with
negative-self schema. Further unexpected relationships were also observed. Specifically,
voice dominance and intrusiveness were associated with negative-self schema, whilst voice
intrusiveness and hearer distance negatively correlated with positive-self and other-schema.

Table 5
Correlational Analyses between Relating Subscales and Schema Scales
BCSS Self-Schema
VAY Subscale
Hearer Distance
Hearer Dependence
Voice Dominance
Voice Intrusiveness

BCSS Other-Schema

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

.46**
.31*
.62***
.68***

-.34*
-.10
-.29†
-.40**

.29†
.07
.37**
.45**

-.32*
.10
-.28†
-.31*

Note. N=44; †p≤.10; *p≤.05; **p≤.01; ***p≤.001; BCSS=Brief Core Schema Scales;
VAY=the Voice and You.

Discussion
The primary study aim was to explore associations between self and other-schema and
beliefs about voices, in light of preliminary evidence to suggest that schemas may be
important cognitive mechanisms when considering voice appraisals (Thomas et al., 2015).
Hypothesis one predicted a range of relationships between schemas and beliefs about voices
and overall, it can be concluded that schemas were relevant when considering all but one of
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the measured beliefs, with effect sizes ranging from medium to large. The exception however
was positive beliefs about voices measured by the IVI (Morrison et al., 2002); this
insignificant finding contradicted previous research that found the endorsement of more
positive beliefs was associated with elevated positive-self schema (Thomas et al., 2015).
Overall, the results support cognitive models and suggest that schemas are key in the
development of beliefs about voices.
As predicted, the endorsement of increased negative-self schema was associated with
having more negatively orientated beliefs about voices, in line with previous findings
(Thomas et al., 2015). The largest effect sizes were observed between negative-self schema
and the omnipotence and loss of control belief subscales. The association between
omnipotence and negative-self schema is consistent with earlier findings, which indicate that
the reported power and status differential between the hearer and the voice is associated with
appraisals of the hearer’s perception of their power and status in the social world (Birchwood
et al., 2000). The current study showed an additional novel relationship suggesting that those
who endorsed increased negative-self schema, also held fewer benevolent voice appraisals.
Our findings provide further support to conclude that negative-self schema are relevant when
considering beliefs about voices and are elevated in voice-hearers who hold negatively
orientated beliefs about voices.
Previous research has indicated that further clarity regarding the role of negative-other
schema was desirable as this had not been found to be widely associated with beliefs about
voices in comparison to negative-self schema (Thomas et al., 2015). Thomas et al. found
associations between negative-other schema and both malevolent voice appraisals and loss of
control beliefs. In the current study the association with loss of control beliefs was replicated,
however we were unable to replicate the association with malevolence. This is surprising as
we might intuitively expect that viewing other people as hostile or untrustworthy would relate
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to appraisals of malevolence (e.g. perceiving the voice as evil or wanting to cause harm). A
novel and significant finding suggests that endorsing more negative-other schema was
associated with more omnipotent voice appraisals. These findings potentially create further
uncertainty regarding the precise role of negative-other schema in beliefs about voices, and
further research is warranted with a larger sample size. Nevertheless, this suggests that
negative-other schema may play a role when considering beliefs about voices, although their
role with specific beliefs remains unclear.
Findings indicated that the endorsement of increased positive representations of others
was signiﬁcantly associated with more benevolent and fewer omnipotent voice appraisals.
This suggests that positive-other schema is important when considering how an individual
appraises their voices, in contrast with Thomas et al. (2015), who found no associations
between positive-other schema and beliefs about voices. In relation to positive
representations of the self, a number of novel findings emerged. In particular, positive-self
schema were associated with benevolent voice appraisals and fewer negatively orientated
beliefs. In the current sample, males had more benevolent beliefs and positive-self schema
than females, therefore, there may have been a gender effect. This differed from Thomas et
al. who found only one significant association between positive-self schema and positive
beliefs about voices, which was not replicated in the current study. In sum, this suggests that
increased positive-self and other-schema may impact upon the formation of benevolent voice
appraisals.
In line with previous studies (e.g. Close & Garety, 1998; Smith et al., 2006; Thomas
et al., 2015) beliefs about voices were found to be influenced by negative voice content. All
of the measured beliefs about voices were related to either the amount or degree of negative
voice content and a significant proportion of the variance in beliefs was predicted by negative
voice content. Contrary to Thomas et al. (2015), there were stronger relationships between
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the amount of negative content and beliefs about voices with large effect sizes observed, as
opposed to the degree of negative content. Thus, the frequency of negative voice content was
the strongest predictor of beliefs about voices rather than the degree of negativity. In line with
previous research (e.g. Close & Garety, 1998; Thomas et al., 2015), positive and benevolent
beliefs about voices increased when the amount of negative content was lower, suggesting
that appraising voices positively is less likely when there is a significant proportion of
negative voice content. These findings provide further evidence that negative voice content
and beliefs about voices are meaningfully related and controlling for voice content is
important for future studies.
Regression analyses were conducted to test hypothesis two, which stated that schemas
would predict beliefs about voices after controlling for negative voice content. When
controlling for the effect of negative voice content, only malevolent, omnipotent, and loss of
control beliefs were significantly predicted by schemas. This differed from Thomas et al.
(2015) who reported that five of the six beliefs about voices were significantly predicted by
schemas when controlling for negative voice content. In the current study both negative and
positive-self schema emerged as significant predictors of malevolent voice appraisals, whilst
negative-self emerged as a predictor of omnipotent voice appraisals and loss of control
beliefs. In sum, schematic beliefs influenced the formation of beliefs about the voice power
and control (omnipotence), appraisals of malevolent voice intent and beliefs about loss of
control or impending madness (i.e. loss of control beliefs), and these findings were
independent of negative voice content. When controlling for associated distress, none of the
observed results changed, suggesting that these particular schemas independently predicted
beliefs about voices.
The second study aim was to explore associations between schemas and the perceived
relationship between the hearer and their predominant voice. To our knowledge, this had not
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been studied before. Overall, a number of associations were found and hypotheses three and
four were supported, suggesting that schemas may underlie both the hearer’s relating to their
voice and their perception of the voices’ relating to them. In terms of the relating of the
hearer to the voice, relating from a position of distance was associated with elevated
negative-self schema and fewer positive-self and other-schema. Participants who rated
themselves as more dependent upon their voice showed increased negative-self schema. This
finding possibly lends support to research suggesting that voice-hearers who perceive
themselves as inferior to others—reflected here in elevated negative-self schema scores—also
feel inferior to their voice and therefore, relate accordingly (e.g. Birchwood et al., 2000;
Gilbert et al., 2001; Birchwood et al., 2004). In terms of the hearer’s perception of the
relating voice, perceiving their voice to relate dominantly was associated with more negativeself and other-schema, whereas participants who perceived their voice as intrusive had more
negative and fewer positive schemas. These findings suggest that schemas that guide
interpersonal interactions also govern the relationship between the hearer and their voice.
These findings should however be interpreted with caution, as three of the VAY subscales
showed a similar pattern of relationship with schemas with only hearer dependence showing
a distinctive pattern. This may suggest that the subscales are not measuring distinct
constructs.

Study Strengths and Limitations
Recruitment took place in inpatient services in addition to community services, and
therefore the sample included voice-hearers with a range of levels of disorder accessing
mental health treatment. This recruitment method resulted in a representative but
heterogeneous sample which possibly reduced external validity.
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The cross-sectional design does not allow any changes in schemas and other variables
to be assessed over time and it is not possible to infer the direction of causality between
variables. It is probable that the use of self-report measures may have led to response bias in
participants. Although we controlled for negative voice content and distress, it is possible that
other variables contributed to our findings that we did not assess and therefore control for,
such as depression, which previous research has concluded is associated with omnipotent and
malevolent voice appraisals (Birchwood & Chadwick, 1997).
Strengths of this study were the increased sample size and power to detect medium to
large effect sizes in comparison to previous studies (e.g. Thomas et al., 2015). Nevertheless,
it is likely that the current study was underpowered to detect small effect sizes due to a
slightly smaller sample size than indicated by the power analysis. Participants were recruited
from a wide geographical area and gender was well balanced across the sample. In summary,
this study has enabled firmer conclusions to be made regarding the role of schemas in the
voice-hearing experience and offers important implications for clinical practice and future
research.

Suggestions for Future Research
Schema have been found to have a mediating role in early adversity and psychotic
symptoms (Hardy et al., 2016), there is therefore potential for a mediating role in beliefs
about voices, which our study did not consider. Future research may benefit from utilising a
measure of early traumatic experiences and assessing whether schemas mediate the
relationship between trauma and voice appraisals.
Given the preliminary evidence to suggest that schemas are associated with beliefs
about voices, the evidence-base may be enhanced by conducting a pilot intervention study
targeting self and other-schema in voice-hearers, as opposed to directly targeting beliefs
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about voices. Freeman et al. (2014) utilised a cognitive-behavioural therapy intervention to
target self-schema in individuals with persecutory delusions. Findings evidenced short-term
non-significant reductions in negative-self schema, a significant increase in positive-self
schema, and non-significant improvements in psychotic symptoms. Freeman and colleagues’
research illustrates the potential of therapeutic intervention and also the difficulty of altering
schemas, particularly using a brief intervention. Given that cognitive models of psychosis
propose that there may be trauma underlying core schema that requires further therapeutic
work (e.g. Garety et al., 2001), to enable psychological intervention to focus on schema a
more in depth and lengthier approach may be more productive and should be a focus of future
research.
It may be worthwhile for future studies exploring beliefs about voices to assess for
both neutral and positive voice content, which may also contribute to the formation of beliefs
about voices and therefore would allow further investigation in relation to schemas. Finally,
the studies to date have been cross-sectional and longitudinal designs are preferable to allow
insight into how our observed associations may change over time.

Clinical Implications
Developing a better understanding of the pathways involved in the development and
maintenance of AVHs has implications for the psychological treatment of this clinical
population. Assessment of schematic beliefs may assist clinicians in formulating the
mechanisms that may be contributing to or maintaining the individual’s voice-hearing
experience. The use of a schema assessment tool has the potential to open a therapeutic
dialogue to explore schematic beliefs further, which in turn may facilitate a richer therapeutic
relationship and enable a more collaborative formulation to be devised. Our findings suggest
that schemas may be supporting an individual’s beliefs about voices and therefore, schemas
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may offer a parallel focus of intervention or an alternative intervention target. Cognitivebehavioural therapy for voices focuses on reviewing the evidence for beliefs about voices and
challenging the accuracy of these beliefs. however, research has found that beliefs about
voice intent as malevolent are not easy to directly modify (e.g. Peters et al., 2010). Therefore,
as an alternative to challenging voice appraisals, targeting self and other-schema using
schema-change methods holds potential. A schema-focused cognitive-behavioural therapy
approach would enable existing schematic beliefs to be evaluated and modified, whilst
developing more functional and balanced schemas. Our findings suggest that positive
schemas underpin benevolent voice appraisals and there are ways of working with voices,
such as compassion-focused and acceptance-based therapies, that may be well suited to
building positive schema rather than attempting to diminish negative schema (e.g. Mayhew &
Gilbert, 2008; Thomas, Morris, Shawyer, & Farhall, 2013).
This research study tentatively concludes that the way in which the hearer relates to
their predominant voice, may reflect underlying schematic beliefs. Therefore, assessing the
relating style between the hearer and the voice may enable individuals to make connections
between their voice-hearing experience and past and present social relationships (Hayward &
Fuller, 2010), thus, providing valuable information to consider as part of a psychological
formulation. Although therapies have been used to directly work on the relationship between
the hearer and their voice (e.g. relating therapy; Birtchnell, 2002), our findings support an
alternative route to modifying the hearer’s relationship with their predominant voice through
accessing schemas. The use of schema-change methods may indirectly influence the relating
style between the hearer and their predominant voice. This study was however, the first to
directly explore schemas and the relationship between the hearer and the voice and further
studies are necessary prior to suggesting firm changes in clinical practice.
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Footnotes
1

There were two missing data points and the mean of the remaining sample was used

as a replacement.
2

Age, years hearing voices, BCSS positive-self and negative-self, IVI positive and loss

of control belief subscales, BAVQ-R malevolence, omnipotence and benevolence subscales,
all VAY subscales, PSYRATS amount and degree of negative content, intensity and amount
of distress subscales.
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Chapter 3: Discussion Paper
Contributions to Theory and Clinical Practice
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The current systematic literature review aimed to provide an overview of what the
literature to date tells us about schemas in psychosis and at-risk populations. The empirical
study aimed to further explore the relationship between schemas and voice-hearing,
specifically beliefs about voices and the hearer’s perceived relationship with their voice. The
current discussion paper aims to bring together the literature review and the empirical study
to demonstrate how both pieces of research contribute to current psychological theory and to
consider the implications for future research and clinical practice. Personal reflections on the
research process are also provided.

Theory development
Literature Review Paper
Cognitive models of positive psychotic symptoms (Garety, Kuipers, Fowler, Freeman,
& Bebbington, 2001; Garety, Bebbington, Fowler, Freeman, & Kuipers, 2007) provide a
potential psychological framework that the current literature review findings can be best
understood within. Figure 1 illustrates a diagrammatic representation of the cognitive model
of psychosis, adapted from the theoretical paper of Garety et al. (2007). The literature review
results revealed that self and other-schema were associated with a range of positive psychotic
symptomology. Although causality could not be determined due to the cross-sectional nature
of these studies, such findings potentially offer support to the central part of the cognitive
model (Garety et al., 2001; Garety et al., 2007). This suggests that negative schemas may be
one of the key psychological processes leading to the development and maintenance of
positive symptoms of psychosis.
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of a cognitive model of the positive symptoms of
psychosis (adapted from Garety et al., 2007)

Previous meta-analyses have found that adversity and traumatic experiences
substantially increase the risk of developing psychosis, with various types of social
adversities identified as risk factors, including childhood sexual abuse, bullying by peers
(Varese et al., 2012), exposure to urban environments (Vassos, Pedersen, Murray, Collier, &
Lewis, 2012), migration (Cantor-Graee & Selten, 2005), and adulthood adverse events
(Beards et al., 2013). Despite these risks, only a minority of those who experience adversity
go on to develop psychotic disorders (Fisher et al., 2010), and it remains unclear why some
individuals go on to develop psychosis whilst others do not. It is therefore vital to understand
the possible pathways from early adverse experiences to psychosis. Garety and colleagues
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(2001) cognitive model proposes that early adversity and traumatic experiences may create an
enduring cognitive vulnerability, characterised by negative schematic beliefs about the self
and others. Our findings offer support to suggest that underlying schemas could be the
linking mechanism between these adversities and psychotic experiences. The current
literature review indicated associations between early traumas and elevated negative schemas
in clinical samples, which lends support to the proposition by the cognitive model. Our
findings provide initial support that schemas may partially mediate associations between
early trauma and psychotic symptoms, thus, theoretically supporting Garety et al’s (2001)
cognitive model. Building on the cognitive model, the current literature review findings also
offer preliminary evidence to suggest that the type of trauma experienced in childhood may
reflect particular negative schema, suggesting different types of adversity will affect different
emotional and cognitive systems.

Empirical Study
Chadwick and Birchwood’s (1994) cognitive model of auditory verbal hallucinations
proposed that how an individual appraises their voice-hearing experience is not always
understandable in light of voice content alone, which has been supported by empirical
research (e.g. Van der Gaag et al., 2003). Whether a voice is construed as malevolent,
benevolent, or powerful, may be inﬂuenced by underlying schema, themselves hypothesised
to be influenced by the individual’s past and current life experiences and interpersonal
relationships (Birchwood & Chadwick, 1997). The current empirical study ﬁndings support
this proposal and suggest that schemas possibly act as a fundamental psychological process in
the development and maintenance of beliefs about voices. Findings from the empirical study
indicate that self-schema in particular are associated with three of the beliefs about voices
(i.e. malevolence, omnipotence, and loss of control beliefs) beyond negative voice content
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alone, which is supportive of Birchwood and Chadwick’s (1997) theoretical proposal. Our
research findings further highlight the relevance of beliefs about voices in understanding the
voice-hearing experience. Therefore, these findings suggest that schemas may provide a
pathway by which early experiences impact upon the formation of beliefs about voices. Our
empirical study findings therefore lend support to the idea that underlying schema should be
considered a core component of the cognitive model.
Several research studies have documented associations between early childhood
trauma and the content of hallucinatory experiences (e.g. Read & Argyle, 1999; Corstens &
Longden, 2013). Additionally, research has suggested that exposure to adversity might
inﬂuence a hearer’s appraisal of their voices by promoting the formation of negative beliefs
about voices (Andrew, Gray, & Snowden, 2008). Such research supports cognitive models of
psychosis and suggests that beliefs about voices may be influenced by more than voice
content alone. It is possible that schemas may be the linking mechanism and provide a
pathway by which early experiences impact upon the formation of beliefs about voices,
which our empirical findings lend support to. Young, Klosko and Weishaar (2003) propose
that negative maladaptive schemas typically develop in childhood when an environment does
not meet the child’s needs due to experiences such as abuse, neglect, and/or hostility.
Although our study did not measure early traumatic experiences, it is possible that self and
other-schema are the link between early trauma and the formation of beliefs about voices.
Birtchnell’s theory of relating (1996, 2002) addresses the issues of both power and
proximity and a number of earlier empirical studies have applied this theory to examine the
relationship between a hearer and their predominant voice. Vaughan and Fowler (2004)
identiﬁed that Birtchnell’s negative relating style was applicable to a hearer’s relationship
with their voice. Hayward (2003) extended these ﬁndings to explore associations between the
unidirectional relating of the hearer to their voice and social others. These findings provide
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evidence for the possible inﬂuence of interpersonal schema and the current empirical study
findings offer further support for the role of schema. Broadly in line with Birtchnell’s theory,
our findings suggest that underlying core schemas in voice-hearers may underlie both the
hearer’s relating to their voice and their perception of the voice’s relating to them. The
perceived relationship between the hearer and their voice was influenced by their evaluations
of themselves and others, rather than a unique attempt to manage the voice-hearing
experience. Our findings suggest that underlying schema that guide interpersonal interactions,
are activated and influence the relationship between the hearer and their voice. Our findings
also support the proposal of Birchwood and Chadwick (1997), who suggested that the way in
which voices are related to may reflect patterns of relating within the hearer’s social world.

The Concept of ‘Schema’
Schema are the central focus of both the systematic literature review and empirical
study that form this thesis. The current literature review included a total of 23 research
studies that measured underlying schema using one of two questionnaire measures, which
operationalise schemas somewhat differently. The Young Schema Questionnaire Short-Form
(YSQ-SF; Young, 1998) has 75 items and conceptualises schemas in a more complex way.
The YSQ-SF assesses 15 types of core schemas held by an individual, in regard to the self,
other people, and the world (e.g. schemas relating to mistrust/abuse, self-sacrifice, failure
etc.). Whereas the Brief Core Schema Scales (BCSS; Fowler et al., 2006) distils schemas into
four subscales of negative and positive evaluations of the self and others. Concurrent validity
across the subscales of these measures has ranged from low to high (Fowler et al., 2006) and
therefore, some subscales are potentially measuring different things. As such, this makes it
difficult to directly compare the results of research studies that use different measures of
schema. This therefore brings into question the coherence of the concept of ‘schema’ and
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indicates the possibility of different findings, depending on how schema are measured. A
further consideration is how distinct the concept of schema is from related concepts, such as
beliefs, self-esteem, personality, and other variables measured within the empirical study (i.e.
beliefs about voices and the relationship between the hearer and their voice).
Young (1995) defined ‘early maladaptive schema’ (EMS) as extremely stable and
enduring themes. Such EMS are suggested to consist of cognitions, emotions, memories, and
bodily sensations, and are understood to be developed in childhood and adolescence and
elaborated upon throughout an individual’s lifetime (Young et al., 2003). The definition of
EMS implies that maladaptive schema are in fact, ‘early’, however it is difficult to determine
whether such schema measures are assessing anything early and how strongly linked
maladaptive schema are to key childhood experiences in research studies. Furthermore, the
definition assumes that EMS identiﬁed for an individual at one given time point will continue
to be their primary EMS in the future. Thus, the stability of schema is inherent in the concept
of EMS and research has found a stability of core schemas in other mental health difficulties
(e.g. Riso et al., 2006). It remains possible however, that schema may alter over time. The
fact that EMS are assumed to be elaborated upon implies that there may be changes over time
based on new information and experiences. Research has found an increase in negative
schema during the transition from an at-risk mental state to psychosis (Stowkowy et al.,
2016), suggesting there may be an instability in core schemas. Nevertheless, there is minimal
research assessing the stability of schemas across the psychosis continuum.

Implications for Clinical Practice
It is necessary to acknowledge that suggestions for the application of the thesis
findings in clinical practice are made tentatively. This is primarily due to the preliminary
state of the evidence included in the literature review; studies were largely limited to cross87

sectional designs, which was also the design employed by the current empirical study.
Overall, there is a clear need for further research to be conducted and suggestions for future
studies are made later in this discussion paper.
Collectively, both papers suggest that negative schema may be elevated within
psychosis, at-risk, and voice-hearing populations. Perhaps the most significant clinical
implication to emerge from the current research is that it may be useful to assess for and to
consider underlying schematic beliefs when working clinically with these populations.
Clinicians should use a validated schema measure such as the BCSS (Fowler et al., 2006),
which is a time efficient and accessible assessment of an individual’s positive and negative
evaluations of both the self and others. The BCSS may be a particularly useful assessment
tool in time-pressured mental health services. Assessment of these broader schemas may
assist clinicians in formulating the mechanisms that may be contributing to or maintaining the
individual’s presenting difficulties/psychotic symptoms in relation to voice-hearing and
psychosis more generally. The findings of the current literature review suggest that this may
be important, as the results indicate that there are a number of associations between particular
schemas and symptoms of psychosis; overall the review paper findings indicated that
particular schema may reflect or underlie specific psychotic symptomology. Additionally, the
use of a schema assessment has the potential to open up a therapeutic dialogue to explore
schematic beliefs further, which in turn may facilitate a richer therapeutic relationship and
enable a more collaborative formulation to be devised.
The empirical study has added to the limited evidence-base and furthered the work by
Thomas, Farhall and Shawyer (2015). The results indicate that core schema and their
association with beliefs about voices are clinically relevant in voice-hearing populations.
These findings reinforce the value of considering beliefs about voices as part of a clinical
assessment and formulation, which has been indicated as important by previous researchers
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(e.g. Thomas et al., 2015) and has been at the core of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)
for psychosis since the work of Chadwick, Birchwood and Trower (1996). In clinical
practice, the understanding of the voice-hearing experience may be enhanced by using formal
measures to investigate the hearer’s particular beliefs about voices in addition to underlying
schemas. Schematic beliefs may be supporting an individual’s beliefs about voices and
therefore, there is a possibility that schemas may offer a parallel focus of intervention or an
alternative intervention target when beliefs are held with strong conviction.
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE; 2014) advises that CBT
should be offered to individuals at-risk of developing psychosis and those diagnosed with
psychosis. In clinical practice, CBT for voices focuses on engagement, individualised
formulation, and encourages individuals to review the evidence of their beliefs about voices
and challenge the accuracy of these beliefs. This is achieved using methods such as Socratic
questioning and behavioural experiments (Morrison, Renton, Dunn, Williams, & Bentall,
2004). There have been some observed difficulties with challenging beliefs about voices
using a CBT approach, for example, research has indicated that beliefs about voice intent as
malevolent in particular are not easy to directly modify (e.g. Peters et al., 2010). The
empirical study findings suggest that schemas that may be supporting these beliefs.
Therefore, schemas offer a potential additional therapeutic target that require a deeper level
of therapy and as such, schema focused interventions should be explored in future research.
Findings from the literature review offer preliminary support for the potential use of
CBT intervention delivered on a one-to-one basis to target underlying self-schema in
psychosis. A randomised-controlled trial (RCT) recruited participants experiencing persistent
persecutory delusions; one group of participants received six individual CBT sessions in
addition to standard care and one group received standard care only (Freeman et al., 2014).
The intervention utilised cognitive techniques for reducing negative-schema and increasing
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positive-self schema; positive activities were also encouraged. There was no attempt made to
directly challenge or review the delusional beliefs. The CBT intervention produced shortterm gains post-treatment: non-significant reductions in negative-self schema and paranoia
were observed, and a significant increase in positive-self schema. None of these findings
were maintained at the 12-week follow-up however. This study was promising and indicates
the potential value of targeting self-schema in patients with persecutory delusions. As this
finding was limited to one brief intervention study however, the evidence is in its early stages
and is not yet robust enough to confidently recommend how a CBT intervention targeting
underlying schema should be implemented in clinical practice, thus further research is
necessary.
The empirical study also highlights the relevance of schemas when considering the
perceived relationship between the hearer and their voice. It has been suggested that
considering voice-hearing experiences through ongoing formulation enables individuals to
make connections between their voice-hearing experience and past and present social
relationships (Hayward & Fuller, 2010) and our results support that this may be valuable.
Research has suggested that the Voice and You (VAY; Hayward, Denney, Vaughan, &
Fowler, 2008) may be used as an adjunct to clinical interviewing in order to elicit a detailed
interpersonal history and to encourage conversation about the relational nature of the voicehearing experience and connections with past and present social relationships. Although
therapies have been used to directly work on the relationship between the hearer and their
voice (e.g. relating therapy; Birtchnell, 2002), our findings support an alternative route to
modifying the relationship with the voice through accessing schemas. In regard to therapeutic
implications, if the hearer’s relationship with the voice is important then this should be a
target of intervention. Researchers have described working at the level of social relating to
attempt to improve the individual’s social status or position, and therefore improve schema
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(Birchwood, Meaden, Trower, Gilbert, & Plaistow, 2000). Thus, the empirical study findings
are supportive of the potential of targeting underlying schema, to influence the relating style
between the hearer and their predominant voice. Our study was however, the first to directly
explore schemas and the relationship between the hearer and the voice. Further studies are
necessary prior to suggesting firm changes in clinical practice.

Implications for Future Research
The literature review findings highlight areas for future research. It is important that
the preliminary intervention study carried out by Freeman and colleagues (2014) is followed
by further rigorous research utilising CBT schema change methods to target core schema,
which may be underpinning psychotic symptoms and offers an alternative to directly
challenging psychotic symptoms (e.g. beliefs about voices, delusions of grandiosity). In order
to enhance the robustness of the evidence-base it would be beneficial for future researchers to
consider the following: (1) use an RCT design; (2) administer validated measures of
psychotic symptoms; (3) administer a validated measure of schema functioning and consider
measuring both self and other-schema; (4) ensure the sample size has sufficient power to
detect small-medium effect sizes; (5) utilise a CBT intervention and report sufficient detail of
the intervention and techniques used in order facilitate replication; and (6) include a followup assessment to determine any long-term treatment gains.
Furthermore, the current literature review provides initial evidence to suggest
particular schematic beliefs may be associated with specific positive psychotic symptoms
(e.g. grandiose delusions, auditory verbal hallucinations, paranoia etc.). This has implications
when designing future intervention studies. For example, research would benefit from
recruiting participant samples by their specific symptoms (e.g. grandiose delusions) as
opposed to diagnostic label (e.g. paranoid schizophrenia). When determining which
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underlying schema to target through intervention (i.e. self, other, or particular EMS), findings
from the literature review may be drawn upon as there was evidence to suggest that particular
schemas are characteristic of certain symptoms and this may help provide a focused
intervention.
The results of both the literature review (e.g. Freeman et al., 2014; Chung et al., 2013)
and empirical study, collectively suggest that it may be important for interventions to aim to
improve positive-self schema rather than attempting to challenge or erode negative schema.
These findings possibly lend themselves well to alternative therapeutic approaches such as
mindfulness-based therapies where there is a focus upon increasing self-compassion (e.g.
Mayhew & Gilbert, 2008), which may be suited to intervening at a schematic level. Further
intervention studies investigating the effectiveness of these interventions in altering
underlying schema are necessary.
The current literature review provided initial evidence that negative schema increase
at the time of transition from an at-risk mental state to a first episode psychosis, however
findings were contradictory. Longitudinal research with at-risk clinical populations would
enable firmer conclusions to be drawn regarding any changes in schema functioning,
particularly at the time of transition. Future RCTs should also recruit at-risk samples; it may
be particularly important to intervene early given the preliminary evidence to suggest that
negative schema increase during transition.
Given the evidence to suggest that schema may be formed through early life
experiences (e.g. Varese et al., 2012), it is unsurprising that strongly held fact-like negative
core beliefs about the self can be difﬁcult to alter, as indicated in Freeman et al’s (2014)
RCT. It may therefore be beneficial for future studies to lengthen the duration of the
intervention as suggested by Freeman and colleagues (2014). Working therapeutically with
schemas is not mentioned in the NICE guidelines (2014) and clinically it involves a deeper
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level of therapy exploring the development of core schema through exploring early life and
attachment relationships. Working with schemas requires a strong therapeutic relationship
and intervention sessions are likely to exceed the 16 sessions recommended (NICE, 2014). It
is therefore important for future research to test whether brief targeted interventions or
longer-terms intervention have more of an impact on altering core schema. There are various
possible models for schema change methods, including schema-focused therapy and schema
focused CBT that could be explored.
The thesis findings indicate a necessity to address underlying schema in the treatment
of this clinical population. For individuals with severe, chronic psychological problems,
studies included in the literature review paper lend support to schema therapy as a potential
therapeutic approach. Schema therapy was developed for such individuals who do not make
significant gains in traditional cognitive therapy (Young et al., 2003) and has shown
promising findings throughout various mental health difficulties (Masley, Gillanders,
Simpson, & Taylor, 2012). Future studies would need to test the rationale and explore its
feasibility and possible adaptions made for this clinical population. However, it is important
to note that although many researchers are recommending this based on their cross-sectional
and case-control studies, this is to be considered in the future as there is currently a striking
lack of intervention studies.
The current empirical paper indicated that female participants scored significantly
higher on the negative beliefs about voices subscales and males reported more benevolent
beliefs, suggesting that the voice-hearing experience may differ between genders. Our
findings contrasted those reported by Thomas et al. (2015), who found no associations
between gender and beliefs about voices. Male participants in our sample had significantly
higher positive schema and fewer negative-self schema than females. It may be of interest for
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future research to develop and test hypotheses regarding the underlying mechanism for
potential gender differences.
In sum, the literature is in its infancy and further research utilising rigorous
methodologies should be conducted to further the evidence-base. This would be a key step in
moving towards more meaningful clinical applications of these thesis findings. Overall, the
thesis findings provide sufficient support to suggest further clinical exploration of intervening
at a schematic level, whilst progressing theoretical work and empirical research in parallel to
determine the most appropriate intervention.

Reflective Commentary
Throughout my clinical training I have remained open-minded and willingly stepped
out of my comfort zone to relish new experiences, which has facilitated my learning and
professional development. Choosing to pursue this research study provided me with not only
the prospect of working with passionate researchers and experts in the field but also the
opportunity to expand my knowledge in a field that my curiosity, desire to learn and to
challenge myself, instantly drew me to.
Before commencing data collection, I was aware of the demand I was to place on
busy clinicians working in stretched teams, which I had witnessed first-hand when on
placement in mental health services. I felt a sense of being out of control of my own research
if I were to passively rely on other clinicians to identify participants and remember to ask
them if they wished to take part, which did not sit comfortably with me and my nature. I am
often praised on my planning and organisation skills and in an attempt to keep my anxiety at
bay, regain some control and to push forward with recruitment, I took the initiative to make
myself present in teams; I connected with clinicians, showed an interest in their role and in
return, they happily made time to speak more about my research. Following this I noticed a
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steady rise in the pace of recruitment, which consolidated the importance of using initiative
when conducting clinical research.
Beyond engaging clinicians in the research, I was aware that I was yet to engage a
population of individuals who, I was told, are notoriously difficult to recruit for research.
Many potential participants that I came into contact with were understandably anxious about
meeting someone new, highly distressed by their experience of hearing voices, or wary of the
shopping voucher that they would receive for taking part—I was completely surprised that
this, what I thought of as an expression of gratitude, led some people to decline taking part—
this provided me with a useful clinical insight into the client group’s concerns about the
intentions of others. Despite these challenges I was overwhelmed by the response, recruiting
more participants than I had initially imagined possible. I reflected on my core clinical skills
as being invaluable to putting participants at ease throughout the process. My clinical
experience informed me as to when participants were finding the questionnaires
overwhelming and possibly having difficulty sustaining concentration; I worked flexibly and
offered participants breaks where needed. Some individuals were keen to offer additional
qualitative insights into their experiences beyond the questionnaire measures. Having had
limited clinical contact with individuals who experience hearing voices, I was intrigued by
their reflections. I ensured I allowed them a safe space and listened curiously, whilst
maintaining an awareness of the temptation to slip into the role of a therapist beyond the
boundaries of being a quantitative researcher.
Arguably the most difficult part of the recruitment process for me personally was the
geographical distance covered to meet with each participant. It was fairly typical that I would
spend an entire day driving across North Wales and meet with only two participants that day;
living in England for the duration of my training undoubtedly made this increasingly
challenging. Whilst on the road I would feel a sense of frustration and ruminate on how the
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time driving was ‘wasted’. I would worry that I was falling behind schedule with my research
timeline and in the many hours alone with my thoughts I would find myself continually
comparing my progress with where I had hoped I would be at this point in my research
timeline. When eventually reaching my destination and meeting with participants my anxiety
lessened. I was welcomed into their homes or struck by their commitment to attending the
research appointment, and I found myself fascinated by their stories. I found it inspirational
that despite their own mental health struggles, all participants hoped to help others with
similar experiences, which had driven their wish to participate in the research. I felt
incredibly privileged to meet each participant.
Following the sigh of relief at achieving an ambitious participant sample, I was then
confined to my home office to complete data analysis, which posed a new set of challenges.
Being a novice to quantitative research, engaging in an unfamiliar approach evoked
overwhelming anxiety. Although I was inspired by the opportunity to further develop my
research skills within a new method, I noticed how I felt daunted by the prospect. I regularly
questioned whether my desire to challenge myself had been the wisest decision, when feeling
somewhat lost in data and literature that I had no prior knowledge of. I made use of
mindfulness skills to ensure I savoured the times where I noticed I had learnt something new
or had completed a difficult task. I continually used supervision to reflect on the process of
research, both the challenges and rewards, which encouraged me to be self-compassionate.
Overall this research process has been one full of challenges and fulfilment and it has
no doubt sparked a desire within me to actively seek out opportunities to engage in research
throughout my career. I will endeavour to continue persevering with new challenges in the
hope of fulfilling my desire to continually grow both personally and professionally in my
future career as a Clinical Psychologist.
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